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1$ is mot. the purpose of this study h© devslop a
single body of empirically defined data in regard id a par
ticular small group'problem area, but ratfeer to examine the
entire field and. develop several theoretical considerations
In regard to small group analysis.

At the ©utsefe;/of -re

search it was thought that one'theory sight ‘he found' to
explain the existent research, in this field*. Such.-an.,expla
nation was found to he inadequate; I, feel that' eves a major
hypothesis with several sub-hypothesis would fail to explain
this category of data.
A selective survey based on independent- research as
r

well as current bibliography did not indicate that there was
a basic body of theory behind the research*

If one takes

the view that empirical researcir leads to- a body of well- defined theory it -is tis#.that such theory should begin, to
be developed.

All. in all,, no single, uniting core appears''

to lend coherence to what one who is intimately connected
with small group research terms, M* * , this runaway .-growth,
of a c t i v i t y . f © one orientation appears.-to apply to' all
■lyre# 1*. Strodtbeck, "the Case for the -Study of Small.
Snsttps** lilHgji
M | S S » *$54* M *

■empirical research iem# if* the field of small group researeh.
I-, 'fill I W !

« $ f ! OF AGfXVOT

Indicative of the volume of research in this field
are t«9 feeeiit- reference# regarding email group analysis*
the first Is. a bibliography containing I4Q7 items from lift
to

#f particular interest Is- a tails indicating the

Meelerab lea of this- type #f research daring this period,
till an average- of 111, 5 items have b#©& produced a year,
this bibliography is not complete, by the author’s own ad*
mission,^

the second, and most recent attempt., is- a journal

Issue publishing fourteen papers under op# cover, -that places
a .main emphasis on interaction ip small groups- la

m

attempt

i# convince the reader that such inquiry' should--not he con
sidered a side-liae of the social sciences.^ ip introducing;
this Issue, the editor regrets the inadequate synthesis of
the research produced in the past siss years- but commends the
»Sls#abie and ,serious investment of resources^ that has
been made*

©chars* toe* have tried c© savvey and provide the
&■

heeded simth#.#!#*

%red L. Strodtbeck and A* Paul hare, ^libliography of
Small Group Beeearqh,* S#C-li)>metrv.M 1954, J/|* 107-171.
H u & s .»

t *

l© f* .

%red 1. Strodtbeck (ed.3, ,Aa#rlc#P lecleloglcal ftg»
1914* 19,
^
%cro.dc'b«ek* ’’the ©as# for the Study of'Small Groups,«
# |I-*

. % 0fwiP Gartwright and Alvin Easier leds.3* ©roue
.jg»^d& f!r«sh#% Slllpfiti '§m* M i q i hi#
#

A|1 of’tbit wtill ©f collection and compilation iff
been helpful b© the social scientist who works with small
irffp# and desires to know more about what others are dolag,
Of well

m

to the s#elel scientist who is unacquainted with

small groups*

mmm&

There it a need for farther synthesis- of the

of approach that others have taken in an attempt to

oiisrstani- the siaall .group-*- That is the-' purpose ''of .this,
bhsrnte

an. additional analysis of this rfSfaroh' and a.

•iireotlon for synthesis..

Integrated theory will lead be

hfttfr directed research.
If., OlffilffOi

m

P8A»$ ©P W i i i i

from appraisal it appear# that the term #siaall group”
has oo»# into use without any uniform definition and has
been so utilized that many fail to define it in the- belief
'that it Is generally understood,

Actually and peraiissably

various researchers -define the ter© in slightly different
forms t©

m it

their- specific needs in empirical study,

the-

term# however, generally refers to groups which are ”small
enough for each participant to have had at least an oppor
tunity to- respond directly to the comments of each
W i l l Gardiner lindzey fed,I# Mani-hosM of Social Psychology
{.■Gamferilg©* Addison*-Wesiey Publishing Company, 1954) particu
larly Chapters 10, 11, 21, 22 and 24j Ifery Eoseborough,
■^Experimental. .Studies of Small Groups,” Psychological lulls*
-ilH> Ifll* My 275-3035 Michael Argyle, W E I S e T l l M y l a g
■Small .ioclal Groups ,,r British journal of Psychology.. 1952,
43* 269-279; and A,'FaiJ|e^re>
f. ''Ibrfatta' 'ahd Robert
F7 Bales, Small gf©upsr ‘ -Studies- in -Social interaction.Ilew
fork.5 Alfred A* m&pi, Iff!f, • '
'

participant during the period of consideration.*7
A definition of the small group teased- wholly on stsse
would tee erroneous*-' Other factors: enter into the definition,
the- sine Of a group is usually determined in, a number of ways
so. that the mention of -sloe in a definition would act to ex*
elude certain groups from consideration*

in the case of .work

groups the site is generally -letermined tey an outside fa©**
tort.

A social group may limit- its sise tey

.refusing membership to- individuals who may not tee computablewith group goals*

fturces of variations in groups may tee

produced tey a variety ©f reasons?

{!) personality make-up

of the group* {2) social -organisation of the groups (3) tul*
tears brought to the group ..and" the resultant group culture,
(4) types of problems and situations encountered tey- the.
group* and (5) the behavior of the group- and it# action ©f
breaking up into sub-groups.^ Bach- of these five factors
will act on group site*, numerical sice- should not fee
%brodbbeek and Sara* ©p.- cite.#.* p-% 107*
%arious empirical work in small group analysis- has
been carried on with groups numbering from'three..upward in
feecordance- with the delimiting factor of perception of indi*
vidua 1 members.' Conceivably a group could fee as-'.small,,;, an*merrcaily, as two members* there is a maximum size for'as
K-rech and. Crutchfield report in J9|g ..theory and Problems of
Social gsvchologv fiew fork,r-^cifawiilIi look Company, ifp}
v T T there- is a limit to ..the number of persons that, an-in*
dividual can perceive-and -react to as a. .group member.* John
James in n8%.m Determinant in Small Croup Interaction*1* .Amor*
i.can Sociological .Review* 1951,' 16, -474*477* reports the..
conclusion--’that freely -forming groups undergilhg. continuous
Interaction range' in size -fro® two to seven with an .average
size of about three*
Hebert"#.*, lait.% .Interaction .Process Anaiv-sis i®m*
ferligt* mm*i
IP* H*!#*

OOnsldered Im :
% definition of a small group.

h deClhifelen IM6 It specifically designed fee:suit the
needs of an emperleal study usually is more encompassing and
acts- to d#iti»|t the feesifellifelss- of consideration.

The

f@l!©w|ag. operational definition for a small group- was devel
oped to apply- to research that was -feeing -conducted with. sx«*
perimeitfeally contrived groups in a laboratory situation*. In
spa© instances the same g?roups would '.w-efe. more than. ©noef. or
tht group might exist for only on® meeting#

this definition

is still satisfactory and could he applied easily to groups
Which social scientists might find existing freely .in & net*
ur&l as well as experiments! ■environment..

This definition

le t

kny number of persons engaged. In interaction,
with each other in a single ‘face-to-face meeting
or series of meetings,, in which each member re.osives some impression or perception of each other
member distinct,, enough so that ho can.;*, either at
the .time or later*: give sow® reactiont© each of'
the others, m m individual , even though ifebe
only to- recall that the- other was. present#!©

In both of these definitions there is the element of recall,

m

well as the- eieaenb pf-participation or interaction*

In

any ease, no matter''what empirical research*; the definition
that may he used will not fee iacompatable with the two stated
above*.
Eclated to these definitions are several frames of
reference, which should fee considered. -The first, and most
'| 0 W

S ^

B*

obvious referent is that small group research involves a
problem of individual behavior in a group situation*. Many
studies are considered to toe in this area
the central eoneentration may bo placed, on. the group itself
as a social entity with certain recognisable properties and
■abilities!^ these- two considerations are the- social-psycho
logical aspects and should be considered as equally
important*

they are, however, very broad categorizations.13

^%lvin H* Gouldner fed*!,, .itadfes, in. leadership. (lew
forkt Harper and Brothers, 195@) is a' collection of papers
dealing with types of leaders-.* leadership in the group .set**.
ting* and techniques of leadership:,

l%ebert P.. Sales and fred. 1,. Strodtfeeek, ”Phases in
Group Problem Solving,” dournal 'gjt Abnormal and Social Pay*
ehology. 1951* &£, 485*4*5* aid laleb* |t* al,, Channels of
-Gewwinieabiea in' tmall Groups,1* American'Sociological, Review*
1 9 5 1 , M * 4 & 1 - A 6 H , as well asother research showing the
group as an entity,
^Any possible belief that small group concern is rela
tively m» in the social sciences is refuted' by this social*
psychological frame of reference, Oharle& 1, Cooley, Human
Mature .and, the, Social .Drier {Mm forkr ©harles ScritoaePs
pp.''1*2', -shows this same orientation: MA sepa
rate Individual is. an abstraction .unknown, to experience, and
m likewise is a society'when regarded as something -apartfrom individuals, the real thing is Human, life*, which may be
-considered either in an. individual aspect5 or,in a social*,
that is to say* -a- general aspect.-; tout it Is always,, as.,a mat*
ter of fact-.,-, both individual' and general. In other- words *
1society* and *individuals1 do not denote separate phenomena
tout are" simply collective and distributive aspects of the
same**1 Another early sociologist, A* W* ‘
Small, General Soci
ology (Chicago: University -of Chicago- Press, 1995/7 P * 497,
remarked, ntd understand what society is, either in its
larger or smaller parts, and, why it is so, and how far it. Is
possible to wake It different, we- must invariably explain
groups on the one hand, no less .the individual on the other, ”
leither author specifically mentions .small groups, tout the
use of the term ®grmwM here does not prohibit the inclusion*
Both authors appear -to have had social-psychological orienta
tion.

Another frame of reference that la aiso broad, bub
mere definitive, develops a consideration of the Internal
and external factor# that offeat- the g r o u p . T h e internal
factors art fonsiioroi to ha the motives, attitudes, emotions
%

ait the general state of the organism as wtiX. as the iiifXu*
#1*1# a# fast experience oil the Individual

mstoar* The #x*

taraal factors art the stimulus situations oatslde 0$ the
individual group member. Juoh. things as objects, persons.
both, of the to*.group and the- out-group with whom the member
makes- -contact,- ether groups* events, and situations fail in
this oatsgory*
III.

IIS- H i l l

aim

The problem area -of this thesis Is the further coo*.
siifration of various frames of reference that- have -been
utilised in. small- group research*, the two previous' frames
off reference 4* hot- reveal sufficiently the current empirical
research designs-*- ieceat research reports are based mostly
Oh previous -experimental activity*

this thesis Is- m attempt

to categorise .unior various theoretical considerations a
variety of headings taken by social- scientists in an attempt
So understand the phenomena of small groups.

The order ip

which these theoretical cohsideratlobs are presented Is not,
bn a priori schedule in crier -of importance-*

ill of the

I^Seorga 0, Homans, fhovlaman Group (Hew fork: tar**
court, brae# and Company, lf|f.irla an example- of a consider
ation of the- internaX and external factors, of the group*
lomans^. however, will be mmm&msA later a#-an interactioniut*

theories should be considered

m equally important. Some,

perhaps* have more proponents than others, but they all are
contributing to- the analysis of the small group,

there is

m m overlapping of the various theories, but each Is so
oriented that all theories canoet be combined pro-fitably at
this time without- the loss of se«® essential elements to act

m the main guide# to vigorous programs of empirical re*
search*

1 found five Such orientations in ay research*

One popular theory stresses the basic concepts of
action, or interaction*

'the- belief is that the overt be*

havior of human organisms in interaction is the ^ultimate.
I f

stuff*" ■ which must be observed by students of small groups.
It. Is felt -that interaction will, determine the limits of the
group* for example* observe a laris gathering of individu*
ale,

Individual 1 appears, to be directing a greater percentage

of his action toward individuals L, H.» § and p, 'Each In
burn

m >peafs to be directing, the*.greater percentage of h|s

action be If and: the other' three*

Among the' .five there Is

more mutual talking# more mutual gesturing* more mutual
laughing then with any other people who may be,;present, 'in
the basis of interaction^ 1* % I* 0, f have formed a small
group*

*A.group is defined by the interaction of Its

m e m b e r s , ' A more detailed examination of various attempts
^%ulest interaction Process Analysis, p, 31.
^loaans*

clt ♦» p, it.

.&% interaction analysis Mill be eendnctei in Chapter II*
& 'seeoad approach Pelf©# upon the empirical determine-*
s.

tion of the

of group# through the te#bni<pb ©f

fatter analysis* la this ease* factor analysts wish to
describe group characteristics ©©rreehly in.'order to sake
meaaiagfnl measurement# upon the group or true statements
©Oparins ‘the group at. different stage# of its development,
fo describe the group' completely, three pareIs ©f deseripbion
are established* population, structure, and synbality.^
These descriptive panel# are explained'better a# (l) the
characteristics of individual# which are already established
in their individual make-up and brought by them into any
group, such 4ft value# ft attitudes* (2} structural character-*
istie# of the group which are descriptive of the- internal
behavior of the group, such a# rol# relation# between members
and Statu# gradient#* and Cl| syataliby variable# indicating
the perfonuance of the group acting a# a. single entity* such
a# group dte!#lon#.| completed group tasks, and group aggro#*
sion or assistance toward, other groups or individual#*

This

second approach: h^s bee® used mainly to deal with the problem
of leadership and will be examined in Chapter III*
^Raymond 8* Oattell, ttIiew Concept# for Measuring
leadership, in Terms of Croup Symtality,f? Human lalatlons,.
Ifjl, 4, 161-1#4, a# well a# Cartwright and Zander, jog* cit.,
pp> 14*2$. Additional research by Cattell continue#" in 'the
saia# vein utilising the "three panels of description,, par**
tlculariy the term' ^syntality”*

.4 third approach is taken fey those people who Gonce.®trafee on group organization 1® order to understand better
the nature of leadership in formal organizations*

Organized

groups are- thought to fee those groops whose members have dif
ferentiated responsibilities.. in relation t# one another to
.■abhieye. a. m m m group goal*

11113 approach views the dis

tribution if responsibility as far as what each member Is
to do and the interactional ^afpeets of who is

M work with

.It ..

whom*

1® as mueh as the factor analysts and the organ! sa

feionalisfes are both concerned with leadership and have lone
a great deal of work in this respect, this theory of organiza
tion w$l,l also fee considered In Chapter $11*
$n the fourth approaeh ©,r the ao-Giometrio conception,
free

undirected choice of

m® individual for another is

the basis for -.group lipibs*. Soeiometrists,also realise that,
some groupings are imposed fey the., forces of society and- do
not ssetessarliy represent the free* natural groupings which
emerge as a result of individual, likes*

Om of the main con

tentions of this .group of theorists is that better group#!
4*j*t .mere productive and/batlbfyittf both to the member and
society can fee- established along the lines of spontaneous
choice*^

this, theory will fee discussed in .©haptsr If*.

l%alph M* tbogdiil* leadership* Membership, and
#rganiaafe|.on*.^ Psychological bulletin* 195©, 4£> 1-14* as
well as -Hartwript and. lander*:
eit., pp. -39-51* too
-State leadership Studies .generally follow this theory*
ltd* L* Moreno, ,»g gfeill Survive? (Seaeon* Sew- fork;
Beacon Souse* Inc.-* Iffll as well-as resear<& by ielea If*
denning# is- typical of application -of s-ociometrie techniques.*.

Ill#- fifth approach
that m

iadividuaI

1®

Is

the psychoanalytical conception

earliest essperlesiosi

In

groups basically

directs and colors his behavior -*&£ -feelinfs ill groups for
tbs rest of his life*

the freudian theory that group cohos*

lyemese arise# throngh common identification of members with

**$ another appear# a# the basic underlying principle*

this

.approach: 'has focussed upon 'the group, its processes for ®m©~

-flensl adjustment 'ah# upon the ass of groups for therapeutic
purp#se#*

It considers 'the emotional and motivational a#*-

posts of the individuals who make Of the groups.2®

this

theory is also di seussed in Chapter -If.#

These five theoretical considerations should’not he
thought of as categorising all small group research that has
been dime#

there are other possibilities,; however# it seems

that these theories will continue to .grow in importance and
receive increased eifhauls*

there will'be modifications and

farther change# within the field as they, are subjected to
e^perimeiibal repllaatiaa*

In. Chapter ? these theories will

be analysed and compared, with major attention first devoted
t# coming areas of research where directed retest will check
previous e&perimemtatloi*! stecniiy* the sug®ea*.i#m that
added variables will lead ## more- definite results# and.
lastly, the hope that field work will, become more integrated.
^%au! ScheldXinger , fsvehoanalvsls and Croup Behavior
|lew fsrfc* f. 1*. Worton and GompmfTW^T Chapter S, Is' fell
as d a r t w r i a n d Zander# gg* olt.. pp.: $$*41.*' Soreno, gg-»
bit** also "report use of psychoanalytic method for therapy.

with the experimental laboratory.
.lastly* if this paper is -to he

m exibblnaCleh Of the

field of small group research sad. not a specifically directed
pfste of research within the field# I weald life#

m evaluate

bit werh that has bean dene i»; the light of two perspectives*
#ht perspective- stay ha considered ??inereased productivity”]

yg* # individuals existing together in a group that is -spun#
fired by m .©rgenlcatioh that expects- -a type of productive
behavior fro® the group for the benefit of the organisation*
Jach stadias as these directed at work. groups within as .in*
dustrial plant or these relating to increased combat efficl*
eney or understanding, of the .best type -of behavior for -Air
■Perce eyem In survival conditions are representative' of
*rin.ofeased productivity*As .ft result of soae studies,
finance# fey grants from such organisations as the Office af
lava! iesearth# Eochefeller Foundation,, Gmmeiie eorporation-,
fitted .States Air Force# and the lational Institute of iental
leaitlij productivity has been increased*. Without suth
flnancial grants It would be difficult to- secure the Informs*
tloh to gain the second al«*
Afrits 1. Eoethlisberger and William J. lichson.,
lahaaement; M d the, Worker {eambridgei Harvard University
Press,' Ifj9T| hani@l M. Qoodaere, nQroup Characteristics of
food and Poof Perfo-*»lng Gofflbat laths,* goetemecrv*- lf0* M,
|:#i*179j S-. Paul forranee, "the Behavior bf Small Groups ""
under the Stress Gondltions' of' Survival,« American Socloloalpal Review.. 1$54* $&#.. 751-755, are- typical ©fthli iaireiiel
productivity' type of research* fhl.s- type of research also
contributes much valuable information b# the second. aim.

the second direction is the belief that from such
microscopic studies, as the small group ..the macroscopic level
#f the system will he understood.^

.Spaa fear that such a

complete sociological synthesis can net he managed for whole
communities and nations, but#. #it is possible that we ©.an.
manage one that will apply to the small groups.!’2^

Either

theory of action whether for small groups or the macrocosm
would be an. excellent addition, to sociological theory.
Chapter f will also report

m. progress made toward this end*

g%aloott Parsons, Robert. #.* tales and Edward A*
Shils, I g M B g i m m M J l l
M&lm (Slaneoe, U U .
nols: f l e W e ePriss ,i9>JT is such, m attempt In compari
son of the microcosm and macrocosm, t© evolve a general
theory'of action.
^femans# op. pit.« p. fi

t m M m x m

m m s u

Interaction refer* to .* unit of* activity which is
stimulated. by a unit of.activity of another which in turn
Will produce. an additional unit of activity*
i«. ail ©a-going; process*
studied. as frequency.

Interaction

this continuous activity may be

frequency denotes number of times-

its specific application in interaction analysis will de
pend

m the unit of activity to be. scored* for example*

frequency m y fee, scored .as the number of times one, member
Interacts with aitefeher member- it may fee- scored at. the
auiiber of times the leader interacts with any of the ether
group members*, there is considerable range governing thescoring of frequency; typically;!, a .frequency .score repre
sents the total behavioral units that occurred during, the
course of a group meeting.

Duration of. interaction of indi-

my also fee. consid

vidu

pfeers or of''the- group as a unit

ered

| the order of interaction may receive the emphasis;

how does the group progress in a. problem solving sequence,,
or with whom does, the action originate?^
(An example of empirical research based on the
analysis of interaction- will/fee found in the Appendix* $&&
tion I.) George G. Homans, jh* Human Grout (lew fork: Har
court,! Brace and- Company, i9WTV'p* 36....
#4 4 *

ftm an examination of the definition and the above
properties of fre^uenoy, duration, order and intensity,
interaction Is noted as an element of social behavior* and
as such interaction -may properly be considered as a component
of small group analysis,
this is the foundation upon which many small .group
analysts feulld their-

im<& of knowledge,. They may not con

sider all the- properties of £!?*w&fk«y* deration* order or
intensity bat will .generally concentrate on one -phase# the.
concentration however does not exclude the other properties#
the demonstration of the many- Interaction analyses is the
purpose of this chapter#
previous interaction analysis may he- divided into
■two major categeriss
for the research#

m the basis of small groups utilised

The experimental design may dictate either

constructed groups- where variables are clearly defined and
an attempt made at rigid control or natural groups that
exist freely in the society where variables are recognised
yet it Is difficult to control or measure them#
The constructed group- -should- fee considered as feeing
^■constructedJt -fey the researcher for the purpose of the study*.
.Ip many :ea|es the group is composed e# members who aye paid
for theif- services- as group members. The group' meets In an
-experimental setting where it is-' expeditious- for, the re*
searcher -to- employ various refined' observational methods
■Such as one-way- mirrors*,, tape-' recorders, and -various

fsGordllif devises.

-gush Gonstruebsd groups;

$&m-

erafly exist for the period in which the research takes
place*

these -groups are net expected to metnfalh themselves

I t r H ^ except at the dlteretl©n of the researcher.

the

group may h# so artificial that the Interaction is carried
©a by means of written notes passed to the group members
separated by partitions..2 procedures enelt at 'that# art
necessary because of the peassreh design.. ami., If properly
i«sMsred* should not effect the reliability of the results,
the constructed group is employed to achieve a more definite
measure of group process*,
the natural group.is "natural" in that If is astab*
listed la satiety an# functioning before the research design
is placed upon if*

Ifter the' experimentation the group

will continue to exist,

la. some cases-'the group may be

established at the same time the researcher enters, ‘the pie*
bare*, but- even fere, it Is expected that' fk# group mill eon*
Cinus after experimentation.^ the .main consideration is
that, the group is established for some other purpose than
gaining knowledge relative to small group behavior*
'the .purpose- of the natural group would be .varied
%aroid #*. felly and ttart-te 1* Shapiro, "An Sxperimeat
on gtnfbrmlty f# iroup Worms 'Where Conformity is ietrimentai|!
|hleV9meBt *ff
iisliliilii!' Ia8te»
%otiert 1. *«Uf ^Social Influence on the AirGraff
femiBander^s' idle*" .American ^ociolosical Review. If§5, 20.

dependent upon the wishes of the .freup members and the.
Institutional authority that .established the group*

for

example i a gang. and m family are. a natural group 'that
exists at the pleasure of the intividua1 members while rifle
squads tf an infantry division and industrial work group#
are established and given cause for existence'by an' author*
k

ity outside the group* ■ leeause. of 'the naturalness of a
natural .group it is extremely .difficult to Mats rigid oofe
troia os the vsfiahles to the extent It l# 'done with eon**
striated groups*

An attempt to. control a natural group in

the number of variables controlled a M the intensity of
control Imposed in a constructed group would probably destroy
the naturalness that is so desired .as a major variable.
.lata obtained

£mm natural, group# will bo more representative

of society'*# small groups if the variable of naturalness Is
properly evaluated*
In brief,, the ^natural^ group exists in society for.
purposes other than, experimentation*

for example* the

reason for the existence, of the class room I# to Impart
hnowlsdgej. however, if the class room is selected fey the
social scientist as

m observational' object this natural

.group also becomes an experimental group,

the ^constricted

group Is so termed, because Its existence la society Is
^Frederic X» thrasher, the Gang {ChicagoI feniversxty
of Chicago Press.,. 1943}; Fred l* Strodtbeek$ ”fhe Family as,
a fhree#ferson Group.*** American Sociological ■tcvlsw* 1954*
19. 23*29] Daniel M. CoodacreV "Group Characteristics of Good
and Poor Performing Combat Units ##f Sociometrv* 1953, M * lit*
179; Frits J* Soethlxaberger and iillxaa I * Meissen* jamais*
asp, M & SS8, lt£te£. itoutmi** Mmmta m i m n m t hmWT9)tk

.dtriobiy for the purpose of experimentation.

fkis group 1®

or#at#d or constructed' by the toolai scientist solely a® ha
■object #f ohoorfatlom*

The lif# of

% .group of this, typo is

d
#
f#
h
d
#
h
h-.W
» th
e social o
o
fo
o
tfsb
* fo th
# ootial ttiihlllab

bh# ..nabnrai group will

k m % dual ww?pmm #xp#ri»©«tation

Shi bb# group1©reason for existence In, ®®ci#«y| the octi®
■SiimotfO group -ha® # single purpose ,, that of experimentation.
I# iiilAHi iifi |«gfit»§;fia iio
u
p
s

f#

.pr#®i®#ly. bit# mor® o:iiitroiloi variolic®

I® the construct#® group-, ^sriou© techniques and category
oysto«s hot© I##** developed#

Perhaps It is theu.se of such

OSt©-§©riOs with constructed group®, that has enabled anln*
troaioi -U®# of ftatiabloal analysis 1® small group theory,
in® d§.®a#va®bag® of requiring w#l.|*tra|fi#i obaorvtrs to
.®b®#ry# the ***gpi&g. interaction la the experimental group
saiJce-i such techniques expensive in application#.

An., an*

iJtiil#® observer with an interaction recorder sight provide
neither vail# nor' rallabl# measurement®*

f# examine hotter

ib# research that 1® ion# with constructed -group® it I®
"t# ini#r®tamd the varlau® category -systems® that
are used 'in Ik# analysis of Interactim*
Maty differences «a&*| among the various category
system®#. Some of the more formal: properties of any
®y®t#m should be considered before examining a specific'

,©n@

prtftrtf of # &&%&$/&.y systta to' tha
A

isttfeoi of dtterRiiaxng low

a y © !# # t o

ts to h iA a lly

©

'^f i^.©

.1# to .%# ■■ftotoiftod told f.ptoiltoily dafifitd fat #1. tofto
g$rift$* A #?**#* ikto a|lf« all tatottor t© fee ftfttogar&seft
«4g|t i© taimad «

&

$

&

.

a,tofi*tkto*to*'

katottoa #yitt».fk®r©.m ® M fei n* r<Mtftrft...«f: ik© amount #f

m$\m% platod to a ©j>©it4£to
totogtof* tlto' aay |© *■ mtrtous ,||ijtoitoty to#- tlfto $m

talarior flat '©otorrad vltol

wito §-tort# #r© ratamtogtosf vittodi ill totiatft •©£
tha. total. attifity* A toii’- t h a g y ^ f © ® fullf totoldfr all tit

$£$

ymliM&mJ

fte#.'aeitod ptopirty. o
'»dltoraito ©# inf©ranto*^

f

ft. f t a i t f t f t f t f t

..tyitoai. t o lit

toi&a^syitaaa rtiutfa II© totortor

to. infer and totoftrtoi' .«#ra behavior than ©titr
fit toft ©©maon,thing9 that to toftrw I© .it totof art
toneerred toll .n#tttof| inttotttoA:*/ ft** iiatoi ■©£ faaXtog to
tit part .©£-II#. actor #r th# rtflpltotk #£ tit% o g e r "f* Reyns and Ronald Lippitt, Systofaatie Qftftftr*
vational Techniques {Chap. 10 of Vol. 1 of Handbook of Social
Psychology. #i, Gardiner Lindsey, I '?#to* Gambrrl%es Adlfsto^
ftsiiy Pulltollhf Company, 19541, .fjH 374*375*

.ft* 374*
7i©r®to ft* Potoliky, Ronald ftftftftiftft"ftftft frit© tail*

**Problems of Xtoaypeftotitf:Relations ftft■if#t.ar#l #» itoupf,*
Mmm.
.li4f,. %
:>"mi*m*.%tyni' and'-Lltpift,. %m* cit.
filbert ft lalta, Itoer&etioit Proett# Analysis. {Gail*4r:idga * Bise** Adilse#*Wtll^jFess7 fit*.,':Ilf f i, ppj'

©lyecfely observable beta such as balking ant gaibartng are
aepplahbed la this, mmnm of. inference by other more subtle
fei$<jta of interaction*,
«fh#: limber of* aspects #1* cooSai behavior under
lit

aerufelJtyV'

is .tfeb.-thlri. prb^ert|’.#| a category' eyetesi*

'I*

:®ost social situations there are a «pfeir of 'prteesseo epey*
itittg. .iimltaafoisly*
attention

m the group

The .■©btarver.»igbt wish to feona his
the eii<po fairwHaa* if

tho- interpersonal relations of the teaier with the
or*- the observer may. direct M i attention to, ail, if 'these
social preeesseiu

the iiaiea eategorfr syehe® to be iesorifeei.

later contains six such 41®eiMcis*^^
the fourth property to be considered about any

mm*

gory system is it! Mfferentiabioa '.of "discrete** or ”contiaaews® .categories*^ Mere the concern Is whether or lot- the
categories have a value relationship so that one category
a&gMt.'feft sell to have more- or lass of a certain property
than, the prevlohi eaiegoffv this, |i effect, tenets to place
the categories on a continuum in a weighted scales Very fewof the categories which have been used have this continuum
property^ the categories are. usually' discrete*^
of unit" to fee rated. within a category As the
l%eyna end Mppltt* loo*' tife*
&%a3#s»

m« cit.* p* ft*

lllleyns and lippifeb* j&£* bit-*

fifth property.3'! there la-considerable w m $0 governing the
Unit of behavior that may fee placed in a single category*
.Btuteneaa of parts of sentences at well m

acta may fee rate#*

various physical

ihe upper limitt mi#fe fee-total meetings

## the group or total physical behavior sequences.

fypi*

bally, tlit unit %4 usually defined as the. amount of behavior
that tan- fee- classified la a single category.'^

this property

is necessary 'for any study of inisrectl.oaiti frequency,
■fit- final property :&f any m i m of categories it
t«» »«sg* of

Apptrsn*!,y sea* systems

wart estatelished with the intent to use them .in a wide
variety of behavior situations1? while ethers were conceived
*4 apply to a particular research design.?^* the categories
that vert established with a particular research design In
aiiid say not toe applicable to another' behavioral situation,
fne fault of' such limited categories is that the suaetotal
of observable data may not' fee commensurate from one- experi*
sent to another,

the question-of apfiioafe.|lity of a category

l%ale#.» |g* £$&>■., p# 37*
*%eyhir and llppibb*. |oc* cit.
I%ales, ogf cit,, p. 35, and B* fteiirser*. ,Jfhe .level*
Ofmeat and ivaiuatien of a ieaaure of -Social Interaetion,”
Busan.1elations. VM* J,* 1©3*4£ % are representative of sys
tems having 'wide application in Interaction situations..
l%aunor F. tarter*
, *The- Eelation of Categories
and Eatings in the Ofeserration Of Sroup Behavior, » human '
tela.*
' m m
k, m % » 254, and 'h*. Fouriesos, H* Uutt, and H; '
Quetakow, ^Measurement of Self-oriented Needs in. liscussion
teit&l g£ &£sgpal gM. Jttlii, E MaMMsz i J950, t&,
are 'more/specialised category systems; the former
InterestM in -leadership fthe latter in participant
t i m *

..................' "

system 9$ .* variety of situations' relies on the clarity of
the conceptualisation of the

categories,^

lowing the various properties that make up a system
of categories is sufficient background to examine several
systems that have been used to measure interaction*

the

application of the categories to- the behavioral situation
will do

mmk to make the contribution of such category sys

tems. It the field of small iroup'-research ‘
tore apparent#
ii,:

urmoM m m m

#ae- of the most comprehensive ant exhaustive category
systems in current usage is one devised fey ftobert f, Bales.20
It was hales1 Idea to learn about larger social systems from
a study of small, .groups.

He does not seek to ^subordinate

small .group- research to that of the larger system* but hopes,
to develop a body of theory that- will be applicable- to both,
for ■this reason hales set out to develop a -set of categories
that would have..general utility*
Hales tried, a variety of ■approaches in the development
of the present system, -le viewed a variety of groups
abb-emptlng to find the categories, which might occur naturally
*%eyas. and lippitt * jg$« J|fe,
^®Iales> Interaction, Process. Analysis, should be coo*
Suited for the background, theoretical considerations .and
the methodology of this category system, lecause -of its im
portance la the field and'Its- exhaustiveness tile category
system is reproduced- in this the#.® as Figure 1* In this
author*s opinion*, tola system: of categories stands as a model
la the field.

-Is the social situation; lie surveyed the various existing
systems*

At -One tiffi# there ware as many as eighty*five

Categories and as few as five,

the final system in ass now

consists of'twelve eafeegories* {lee'Figure 1. )2-*It represents a compromise between the ton*-'
flis-bini pressures of theoretical adequacy on the
ene hand, and such practical considerations as,
the number and hinds, of distinctions which the
Observer Can make, and east of analysis and inter*
probation of the resulting data.22'•
It- is conceivable .that this system -may he modified at a
future time because, of the information, that this system has
provided*

Hales it cnrrently working on the group problem.

solving sequence that would, continually test the adequacy of
him present system.*^
In the tales1 system* categories which do not- apply
on the level of a single act have been omitted*

The observer

is not required to evaluate In a moral or ethical, sense, to
Jndis validity of the interaction,content.* or'be derive con*
elusions that are nob in themselves apparent In minimumcon*
text*

The interactions to be categorised. ■include- speech*
% b l d * * p* 59
"leyns -and Mppltt,, "fg* clt.* p. 374*.

^'Roherb f.*. Bales, the Equilibrium 'Problem in Small
Gyeups (Ghap. Au-ef"loi^lng -Papers-in the Theory•of Action.;
Taleott Parsons;,'BobertF. laXes'aad Mward'A. Shills.' 'Glen
toe., Illinois* -The free .Press, 1953), p p . lll~ltis Bales and
ba ana mcmi rsycROAOgy* uypx,
^Channels -of WiSuniiibion in Small GGroups,”
r o u p s ,* *
American

.©losrieal lieview. 10*51. lb.

... are directed

so that the categories'are-heing;''Continually re~eheeked. The."
first- sited reference- with Parsons and -Shills Is an applies.-*
M o n .of .-small -,g*w# theory to the larger fecial ..systiis*- -■>•

f * Shows solidaritv t raises other* s
’status* gives help, reward?' ^ Shows tension release , i©kes ,
-ir ■laughs*. shows satisfaction:
s o c ia l*
•* Agrees, shows passive acceptance,'
■ .Is B O b io n * ,
al Areas .*A v ■understands, concurs, complies
/■* , Gives suaseeMon. direction* imply*
fo a ib iv e
lag autonomy for others;
■:~ Gives■opinion,evalnation,analy*
-< *'*sis fexpresses feeline. Wish:
z 'Gives orientation ,information, r©->
‘peats, clarifies ,'confirms;
fa ils
- f
V
f
„
Asks for orientation,information,
Area?
■
‘
repetition,
confirmation:
liutral.. .
f, Asks'.for ©pinion.evaluationt-analy
T~
1
‘sis,expression of feeling:
g Asks for suggestion,direction,bos
.y ’ sifele wpyi of mcfion;
/" __ Disagrees,shows 'passive rejection
■ '
‘formality* withholds help; .
»*■ Shows tension,asks for help,with*
S o c ia i*
-< **draws fro® fieM?
to o tle a *
* Shows antagonism, deflates other*s.
al Area?
4‘status* defends and assertsi
N e g a tiv e
lift
a
b

frofefsais
Problems
© Problems
& Problems
e Problems
f Problems

of
of Evaluation
of Goabpoi
#f Beeision
-o
f"Tension Reduction
if Reintegration

A festMvs Reaction
.1 Attempted.Answers
I

Q ite fi& ift*

B negative Reaction

w m m. i

$jmm m nmMmmm- fob
m

f m m

ossirvatioi
major m u n o m

gestures*, .fe#diiy attitudes* emotional
■Signs aa4 ether .nonverbal: att%, either expressive or ash*
fetal or definitely directed to other people*

’
fit observer

puts himself Is tit plate of the. person feeing attei ,Mpon*
thus he feecomes aware of the- common teitore of tie group,
the nor?ss and definition of the. ,fib*p.ti©3i. in order to
properly adjudge tfi-e

;att»- fie system., of as Bale

prefers* the analysis.., is inclusive end continuous in tie
time, sequence,, file type of continuous scoring dees net
allow time f©r long end complicated inferences,24
#n first appearance the system of categories tends
to confuse, feut actually onto the interrelaticraships are
reoopsMas the confusion changes to an appreciation of1the
thoroughness of the system,

The system considers six pri*

aary diraensioas of group interaction when the group is
.fated with a teamen faehi

problems of (1) arriving at a

eewweii definition of the problem or orientationf ft) £#*
veitping a common value -sytte» in terms of various alteroa*
t!ve •solutions that must fee listuaeei or evaluation! ||)
attempts fey members to lafltents the individual decisions,
of others or toatfeii (4) 'solution or group decision*

To

reach the ooiotioit of the .problem the- group moot deal with
|$| the tensions that arise in the .group as a result of
attempts to control and 161 work toward the maintenance of
■an integrated group.

This group process moves

imm one problem area to

the others and difficulties in one area lead to problems
of solution in the next area*

thus

m the group moves

through the processes ©f communication;, evaluation, control
and decision, It must fee working toward tension reduction
and reintegration*
there is another scheme within the same .set of cate*
gerits*

Briefly, the middle set of categories (4-f) are

concerned with problem solving tasks of questions and at*
tempted answers*

iehavler

w tegorles in these sections are

essentially emotionally neutral,* they are- essential to the
process of problem solving*

the remaining six categories

(1*3, 10-12) are -concerned with the- group efforts toward
organisation -and integration* these extreme categories of
positive reactions and negative reactions are social*#®©*
t,tonal in nature*

lather than feeing instrumental to- problem

solving, they are expressive- behavior that adds color and
tone to the process*
the Individual categories expressed in Figure I are
defined only briefly and present key words to aid the ob
server in scoring with an interaction recorder*

The cate

gories, however, are process categories; they are -not suitable
for categorizing topical material*

The observer must ab

stract from this topical content the significance-of the act
In light of the problem ■confronting the group*

For this

reason It is becoming accepted practice to make substantive

verbal bap© recordings and simultaneously with interaction
recordings#.

This praetie© makes re~eheek of searings pos

sible#-^
»e*ehSOks of this kind and use of the Sales’ twelve
category- 'system In the field situation it virtually impos
sible,,

Attempt*,to move 'this amount of equipment into a

Sftfeti?*group would destroy-the gfbsip rapport.
Sals#* system of interaction process analysis is not
witheat It# critics*

«J. L. Reread;* the expoment of •saei.ometry

and psychodraraa, charges Bales with hidden errors and unanalyxei -m$, wtdiSfassed prerequisites. 26 Moreno believes that
Bale®* eysbe&diee# not tell about the subjects nor about
actor*b self-evaluation of the action* This sociometrisfc
■)
tall# it .
‘hat science of the observer* and not a science of
the,actor and of aebi©m**^7 Wereae labels the system'as the
observer*# frame of reference and an experimental design to
suit the observer* he readily admits that these criticisms
do not invalidate: the possible value of Bales categories*,
bmt Moreno prefers to' wait until, the categories have been
used in many various situations before stating whether such
a system .gives a raeaningful interpretation of the interaction
process*
2%ofeert F* Bales and led A. Flanders* ’’Planning a
laboratory*^ American: locloloMcal Review* 1954, M > 771*731*
, L. Rotene*
ihall. Iur.vlye? (iesoo®, lew
lark* Beacon louse, Inc,.** iftf}, p p * w S l i 7
-i p.. bB?»

—SB**
■fhe criticism serves merely to point out that
Sale#, operates crudely, with an
theory of action and without a tleoFyoFspontaoiety, 'without giving research status to- the
actor^subject,. At this stage. of the development
®i action and group teehniee©# an Incomplete
theory of the actor I# a serious shortcoming of
experimental design. Jt can easily lead to m
ill-designed experiments ant to analytically
lll^considorot generalibation#**^
Horen# may ho correct In hi# criticism, hut it stems
from * basic difference with lalts*

fo Horens, spontaniety

..mi individual choice are paramount to the study of small
groups,

laics is. concerns# with a rigorous empirical study

mi Interaction. .lot that on® wan. is more empirically sound
than the other*, hut Sales believes that the empirical phe
nomena that concerns, the social, scientist Is of two types!

(1) action or interaction and (2) situation*.®^ those things
to which the action is addressed whether it he self* other
individuals or physical ©hjests. .are to Buie# what comprises
the con.Cf©te situation of accl#r,l'® the observer put# &$$«•.
self in the fositlon of the object .that ■receives the. action*
Horen# is thus correct in that the actor^suhject is without
real research statu# in the'Bale#* system.

Moreno, ©n the

■other hand, does accord this statu# to the actor-subject,
this sct0'r*sub|tct is responsible for the spontaniety of
Choice that is responsible for Serene*# contribution b# the
field of .small, group research*

9* 6ia,\

.«nriiiii#i[iit
»i)nrfii|. -f.• *

2%ei*s., Inttraetion
%bld.

troeem Analysis, p. |1>
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categories develope# by ieiiplessts* Hutfe and taetehew to
observe problem solving .situation#

in business and industrial

As conceived by the originators of-thi#
sysb#®* behavior my 'km generated by the reeulfettefiis of the
group situation or by the individual1s mm personality needs,
co^feremc®#*^!

or both- Accordingly*, five neei categories were set up*
fi) Hepem#®my* (2) Status* Cl) Bomiaanc-e, (4) Aggression,
.sad If). iabharsl#.*

la addition the observers ar® tided fey

Category definitions tad behavior

m m b# each:., fhe main

fiabtlba of the## categories is bo provide a framework for
the observer,
largely

A® in the previous system .the scores are based

m inferences made by the observer#* This system it

generally more valid than the previous one by Stelnzor with
forrelatioa at #4.1 .for three previously trained observers
intercorrelating: a- thirty group sample,1^
A more extensive category system was-developed by
Carter and hi#' associate# for fartfbular emphasis.on the
profeie® of leadership ia small groups#!I

The orientation ha#

thus dictate# the group process fee be observed,

the darter

system ha# more categories relating to non-verbal behaviorthan, any of -the other sysbeii# mentioned feocaus# the cate*
gorie® were developed in a laboratory situation where'groups
IlfotHfieiOS^^hufet.^ and Suetzkow, loc. clt*

3kW d *
!ffarter* e| f|*.# Cfhe .ielafeie&a of @ate§orioatlops
and Eating# In the'Observation ofGroup Behavior,n

working m three different tasks*, Qm task was largely
a trial mi error manual dexterity test utilizing available

fill

materials.

The problem arises her# of how frequently should

a noal|erbal category be checked when the leader observes
the various efforts of the group members*
This system is composed of seven principal dimensions
and various. $nb*eabegerles*

Ail the. categories are largely

'tf low inferene# type which do not require the observer to
note motive or leader feeling*

The observer takes the role

#f an outsider viewing the behavior and is not. concerned
with the intent of the actor of the effect

m the group*

because of the considerable length of the category list, it
is necessary to utilise trained observers to assure relia
bility*^
it,

m atmu

m

m imm&h m m ?i

Ip to this point' we have been, discussing observational
procedure# applicable to small group Interaction in more
lea# controlled situations..

of

The types of systems above were

applied to- groups that were'constructed for the experiment,
the activity was limited and'prescribed by the research de
sign*. The members of the groups were clearly .recognised by
the observer*

however*. the social scientist*# Interests

often take him outside of such group# and place, him within'
3%auh©r f* -Garter* gt al., "A Mote on. a .lew Technique
of Interaction iecordini*^^.piiai| & Abnormal and Social
Psfnholojsv* If11*
asi^ili*
■ '

ft natural group In a field situation. ■ Under these cirenai■stances the Observer must he mobile to

mom as 'the group

moves; this limits the amount and kind of equipment he may
US#*

Bering his original contact with the group the observer

swat be alert .far'ail forms of interaction* the overt and
hidden interaction of »itlve§f .intent-* influence* and organ!*
to that he is able to 'correctly select the iither*
attlonai preferbi.©a that are desired fey his research design*
he may then devise- eategories' to. measure- the interaotion. in
a particular situation or categories that will function in
any situation in which, he finds the group*

the observer also

has the Ohoiee of no system. In the formal sense of" a system
•bat may find the necessary data in describing the behavior^
In the situation in which it occurs.

In both cases the ob

server records the behavior that occurs naturally in a field
setting*

iaeaaas of the many possible interaction patterns

that may occur In, such a situation the observer will' usually'
spend more time with, the group so that he may determine the
type of data desired before beginning to record h|S observa
tions.
& great portion of the work with, natural, groups Is
done by participant observers*

ffes participant, -observer does

not have to- do every thing' that the group 4test, he need, only
find a role In the group which will, not- disturb the usual
group behavior patterns.*

If the members of the group, are:

not aware of the observer as an. observer their behavior, will

least. effected.

.Since the period® ©f participation for the

observer are- usually of a longer duration, both at a single
setting had the over-all number of -meetings with a- blnil#
grmupi .the range of data collected will be much more ©xben*
sice and. all-encompassing than some meetings'with structured
Iy#ap.a*

But, the more that a member observer participates

with. the. group the sera emotionally conneeted with, %fe#
.group he will 'become* this emotional reaction m y color
hid 'findings*

Perhaps* as an active participant some of the

avenues of communication may be shut off to his and his data
Will not reflect the true picture*

fe the degree 'that the

.observer becomes a participant his

own group experience be*

coses-nnitne to his* virtually incapable of being-reported
by a -second Observer In the ease situation*

Of coursein

such a situation, the. observer should- not direct the groupalong a specific line; he should wait for the group' to- func
tion naturally*^
Whyte- be-easae such a..participani- observer to- study
Vdoruer- boys” In an Italian slum.^ Is entered, the- gang
wider the auspices -of -the-.leader in the guise of a local, his*
toriam* is-. met With' -the gang

their corner, participated

3f»ili|a«- -#* doode and Paul t* lett* _ _
*
flew forkl -%ir«w*#||l look ■Company* ;lhc** 1
3%|iiiam F. Whyte,* Street lorner .locletv {Chicago:
iniverslty of Chicago Pres#.* 1943 ). 'A later''edition (1955)
contains an appendix that describes methods* procedure#.*- and
techniques used in the study*- This will all reliability
checics*

with them in their activities*. notably bowling where on one
occasloll. bo Jumped to the bead- of the bowling hlirarehyf and
'be- knew the' expected patterns of behavior for each man*
The study continued over a two year period * Because of the.
length, of time'.covered in, the study mmd the periode# econom
ic depression during'which it eeenrred it it., doubtful
whether such reeulhe could to iupllehhed.*. the peliiibiMby
#f such work rest#
server*

im the recorded ebeerynblosie of the ob

the social scientist who utilises saaterial of this

mature' must decide -this: factor* .ie«test is impossible;*.

&,.

similar type of method has; been- applied by Homans

-with work: groups where it was. possible to- correlate jcredun*
bi#*r of output data with interaction patterns*^. iy re*

wm able to
toaplete the study in a shorter period of fe|«ef M course,

miming ©ore observer than 'participant* Homans

he knew what he was looking .for and had. developed a technique
Im previous observational situations,

tinder

mmh circum

stances am thin it warn. %es»®*ajrjr to •allow sufficient time
after tie entry of the observer to. the social situation to
allow the' group members t# become accustomed to the- ob*
a©pyer<;@ jm?esa«ee* Homan’s technique |s representative .of
um.cat#goriood observational systems in similar .alinutiemi*
The. group under consideration is usually contained ,1m
am. area that cam be syst.ematlcaily observed*

formal work

^%eorge C. Homans, ’’The Gash P o s t e r s •American
loc.loloai.cal•Eeuicw .. If.li* 19. '714**?$$$■ and loma-na, ’’Status

activities- are going on as are the group*s social practices
that are. not directly related to any particular phase of
production,

The systematic observational procedure Is usua**

lly rsduoed %#'.a -sampling technique oh a time basis*

t#r*»

4odi#f*ily the area is scanned and interaction of member# is
notedi

fhe originators, recipient® and the duration of

ihtofaotioa; is usually omitted as is content * unless the
ihtoraitioB tall©# place where the observer ©an hear the con
versation,

Th# rscsrdihg. is, made simply to not© wh© is

talking to whom.
in additional phase of such a study is an. interview
with each group -somber conducted by the observer in an
atfeeispt .to ascertain .the various attitudes of the worker®
I# th# .group, ,Attitudes toward output, follow workers, and
satisfaction with the job are usually the key points in such
observation##. In other than a. work ■situation group goals
and. norms might be the .key point®.

In this case fte-mans also

asked each,respondent to make seoiemsbrie friendsliip choices
in. order to determine clique pattern#,.

All possible inter*

flew data*, including the sociometMc choices, were then
cheeked by further systematic' ©bsercatioEu
heeord# of output, for each worker were checked and
compared with the data gathered by the observer in- order to
dttfrmln©- If pattern# of interaction correlated with -pattern#
of .output#
fie whole technique employed by Homans -is based- on

what he terns the elements of behavior to hot

activity,

Interaction apd sentiment.^0 the activity is cheeked fro©
the company records of output; the interaction cheeked by
systematic observation;

mi the sentiment..checked by ob

servation and. the soclomotrl© -choices- of the individual
workers*

Inference on. the part of the observer is low when

checking these social relations*

A technique of this nature

should, be reliableprovided that the group is not changed
by the- introdndtlon of -tie observer.*
there also have been -various attempts to fit- the
types •
,of category systems. such as were discussed before in
..constructed groups* into natural gm m

observation* a. nat

ural group was selected as the object of the experiment with
the scientists trying to disturb, the group- as little as pos
sible*
©offey and M s associates- hard, attempted, to devise a
system- of this nature which would have wide applicability*^!
this system describes social behavior in terms of interper
sonal mechanisms* .the system is developed, from the premise
that total personality -exists on three levels:

the pubilc>

-the conscious,. and the private,, levels of personality -are
established by the data which defines them.*, the public level
consists of ratings of an individual* a behavior-and its
4%e®ans, fhi, Human

W>*

^Hubert S. ©offey g| al. » ’'Community Service and
Social Research.!f Journal of Itilil. M m m >
i* i*^5.

m others. The conscious level consists ©f what the
Individual my say about himself and others while the prl*

effects

VSte level |# determined from such projective material as
dreams and fhematic Apperception feat results,
.system is allied

the category

m the public level. Overall this system'

.has achieved moderate success;- the categories, are usually
about 'fl per cent reliable*^
Mare employed a different method of observing inter*
aet$#n within the group*^

In an -effort be CoWare the

degree' of consensus between two different sized groups hav*
lug the same amount of time £©r group discussion* he cheeked
the nature--of the interaction with a short

que

stionaaire.

la-eh respondent was as%ed to give-, opinions -on the progress!oa.
0-f the groupicbUeusslon as well as satisfaction with ..the
group- -decision* 'the group was a natural group that was a#*»O'UStomed to seeing outsiders performing- In this manner so
that the group was--not effected or destroyed by the intervene
tlou of this research design*

iare reports that this method

of checking -the interaction did not lead .tO'\:!poonclusive
results fro® other methods of interaction observation-* the
fhemabif .^Apperception feat was used la this experiment also*
-|V

but this time to cheek the possible Influence of the peer
leader on the group decision*
*%oya® and Mppitt, gg*. eft*.# p* 39G*
^A* Paul Rare, ?tA Study of Interaction and Goneensus
|f_Mffere-nt^ii|ed Groups,American locloloMcal Review..

M l inceraecioralisbs whether they have worked with
.natural groups or constructed groups generally believe that
bh# observation #f social, inbersebion and it# situations lo
tbo^mmoa starting point*

fh# observer assumes that -Ml

small groups, are basically similar in.that they involve a,
plurality ©1 ’people with common task patterns ari.sisg, from
relations to

m outside situation' and coftaln social m4

OmotlooM relationships .arising from their contacts with
one another,^

the interaction that develops in such a

situation is social behavior which develops a social stimaetaro#
toeial Structure may sris# out of the interaction,
fett one# formed by |t the -structure constitutes a part o f
tbs .tram#, work within which further interaction proceeds,
la a similar mama#r personality is .formed by .interaction.and
become# part of the frame -worts for further interaction and
Ohahi#*-^ thus to understand personality and social Strut-*bur# of the small group it t# necessary to analyze inter
action.

the theoretical approach that seem# warranted in the

fa## of current evidence is -on#- which views the -small .group,
as .a dynamic system of action, ^action determined by, a com-*,
plea of .interdefendint or- interacting factors#
^halea*

MMpmMm

.|rooist. AMlyslg.^ pp. 31-40.

of this interaction has been attempted
in controlled constructed groups and in natural, field
The analysis

groups*. Most laboratory experiments suffer from the double
artificiality of a laboratory atmosphere and the use of tem
porary groups*'5
*-? let it is the laboratory experiment that
has developed more valid and reliable category systems.♦
these category systems report more measurable data with gen*,
orally a higher degree of reliability*

There is a need for

more careful control in .field studies*

The category .systems

developed with constructed .groups need b© be modified for
application to field situations*

Qm serious barrier 'to more rapid, advancement in this
field of observing interaction has .been the number of ob
server systems*- The few presented in this chapter are not
all of the-- systems that have been developed*

Saeh system

tends to be used only by its author*.^ Social scientists
working in the same area develop their own procedures, which
complicate a comparison of the findings of the various re*
searchers*

Tet, because of the individual research design

which, the scientist has used it may have been, necessary to
develop -a system ©f categories for the observation of a
particular phase of interaction.

Of the preceding systems

one system, is notable for its wide applicability*. It is
k%ieh@al Argyle , ^Methods of Studying. Small Social
Groups,* British. <1carnal of Psychology. 1952,. jj-3, 269-79,
^Ifeyns and llppitt, og. l||.*Vp* 401*

Unfortunate that the Bales1 system is difficult to utilise
.because of necessary, equipment and trained observers skilled
■in the ©perabiofi of the interaction' recorder.

It would see©

reasonable that some of the more reliable systems coaid- be-

wm€--im further experimentation, re-vamped and developed into
a standardised measure*- Standardisation of these techniques,
of interaction recording would do

mmh to develop the con

ceptual theory behind the development, of these systems,

the

time -has come in the .experimentation to- retest and consoli
date various approaches to find the best system,■

C W M
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factor analysis concerns Itself with the description
of group characteristics in order to make precise empirical
.m#a#u.rsmtmbs: upon the group and that he able to predict the
success of group endeavor.1 fhe factors or group character*
istic# which are observed and measured fa.ll. into three
panelSi population, structure and syntality.^ these panels
are- felt to be exhaustive categories
phanomons,

mi encompass all group

the first panel consists of population vari.afei.es

thafe. are the

m m characteristics of the component group

■(In exampfe of empirical research utilizing the
principle# of factor analysis will, be found in the'' appendix,,
lection II .) Basically factor analysis provide-# "principal
components for any set" of m t sreorrelatad data.” .If items of
a -scale are constructed fey the method of internal consistency
and are subjected to factor analysis] the number of dimen
sions contained in the listing -cam- fee determined, a# can the
items making up each of the jdimensions or.-principal components.
§0# William f. Qoode and Haul f.- Hatt, letfeod# in loots! Besearch (lew forkr McGraw-Hill- look €o. ,^§52), p. Ill . A s
discussed in this chapter factor analysis will pertain to
that particular application -fee small group analysis fey toy*
mond 8b Oattell and associate#-,
%aym#nd B. Cattell, "Hew Concepts for Measuring
leadership in Terms of Croup lyntalifey,” Human BelatIons.
1951* I;*- lll-l$4.
%aymond i, Cattell*.. ’'
’Concepts and' Methods in the
Measurement of Croup Syntality,■# f#voholo.gtcal Beview. 1941,

members;

Such things as intelligence measured by one of the

standard intelligence teats* height*, weight and criminal
record are within the province of this category.

These

inilvidaal attributes are elearlydistluct from the charac
teristics of the whale.group as a group.

Items .to the pop*

nlatiosi panel are. of such, a nature that they could be
measured before the individual becomes a member of the .group*
Group characteristic® or structural variables which
arise

£m® int©regroup interaction are descriptive of the

Internal behavior ©I th# group*
fro® such determineats

iroap stumctnre is .revealed

m Status gradients* clique relation®,

the form of the leadership structure * and* in organised
groups* what has been termed whh© sociometry of, working re*
lation®, is formal organisations*1*^ This structural data,
must generally be inferred fro®, observations on. internal
interaction* the processes and the ■differtab procedures of'
the .group*.
'The third, panel j syntality* represent® the ^performance
of the .group .acting a® a whole., a complete entity*

Syatal-

ity may “be considered as a corresponding ter®, to the group
as personality iS'to the individual,

Syntality represents

the »tofotherness^ of the group,^ this characteristic 1®
produced* in. part* by -the. efforts of the .group leader as he
Slaiph S. Stogdill, "leadership, Membership, and
irgani cation,** fsychlloeical bulletin*'IfId, 42, 1*11*
%abteli, "Concepts and Methods in the Measurement of
Group Syntality.”

acts ill group decision# relating to s$#oifio problems, .a# fee
guides m m

toward the successful completion

of a -$wmp project*

Q m m m m ® of aggressien-.er uttisbanee

toward, other groups art also specific examples of syntality.^
Group syntality ha# more resemblances than ciiffer
ase as |n regard to th# comparative H o t of individual per-

totality.*

Sot | certain differences shoald he pointed oat.

.for- clarity of this eende#b*

the dynamic make-up or synergy

ftfe# energy of the total group interest ) of groups will vary
far more than that #f individuals hath in strength ami
fuaiity*

the group is hotter fuaMfied to handle certain

problems than the individual*

Group syntality will usually

be far marrower la dynamic content than the dynamic expres
sion of individuals*

Group decisions are reached, after' *#»*-

sideration Of more alternatives and consequences than are
indl.vi4ual decisions, tprsetnentiy the group action tends
t,

to he store potent and concentrated.

Overall, it. appears

that syntality differs freer personality acre in dynamic
structure than is ability or temperamental trait#.-* this
%ahbeii:
,. «tfaw Goneept# for Measuring Leadership in
terms of Group lyt&alihy*** Gattell received stimulus for
this Idea of tyiitallty from tilliam IcBougail, fhe flrouo
Mini flew fork! Putnam, 1920) -whe wrote* lffhe behavior of 'a.
group' has more formal, resemblance to- the behavior of an in
dividual organism than to any other natural entity., in thefollowing respeetSi (1) the group,, despite changes within
it# membership, maintains behavior habits and structure; (2)
the group retains- the memory of group experience and so pos
sesses a form of learning ability} 131 group is capable of
solving problems of individuals and sub-groups by group ac
tion as compared, to- the individual whs solves his own prefe*
leaf 14) the .group experiences, moods;, and |$) group problem
solving. Is .much ixise individual problem

does not mean that there is no difference in ability or
traits-, but that the major difference© is
seen in relative power ©I* the personality vis-a-vis syntality.
Groups differ from individuals most radically in the ^
dynamic make-up or-synergy*- .Synergy is the energy with which
the jjroup exhibits its syntality.

Synergy fixes the degree

.Of eohesiveness displayed' by the group,

0f the total group

synergy, effective synergy is devoted to attaining, the group
goal while maintainance synergy is the portion that, 'is used
to maintain the group and. the group process,

7

teen utilising the three 'panels of description the
factor analyst has.-this definition of the group in mind:
Pan .aggregate of organisms in which, the existence of all
Is utilised fei? the- satisfaction 'of some- needs of e&ch",^
From such a definition it would appear, that there is a
close affinity between the- structural and the syntality
variables,

participation., as group'-leader may serve the need

of an .individual, 'but this'does .-not-produce syntality la
itself*

The distinction between syntality and- structure is

that structure 'is indicative of relations among and between
the group members.-* 'fhe relationship of: the leader with'his

£

Gattell, "Concepts and Methods in the Measurement
of Group Syntality,"
^Raymond B. Cattell, David R. Saunders and Glen -F.
Sties, "the Dimensions of- Syntality in Small Groups,M
human halations, 1953 * 6., 331**35&*
^Cattell, "Concepts and Methods in the Measurement of
Group Syhbailtyf" p. 5G.

followers la ilfiiuraii

Similarly' an observation of the

iater^l'-iotjomo^ioB.of the group

m a single entity which

direo'fetd*the leader to deal with an outside force w ©uld
properly fall 1st© the syatality paitei*- the ratio- of
criticism to suggestion- in developing the group plan would
ho syntality dab-a| the pattern of communication that such
>C

." ;

suggestion'and criticism topic within the group would he
data about group structure*

Structure: and --syntality arc

equally attributes of the group while population variables
.art measures that represent the personality of the average
member of the groups
fhe. primary relation to be expected, once these panel-s
have; wdergon# further empirical investigation Is that the
.proper combination of population variable© with structure
variables should enable the prediction of syntality*

Except

in-.instance's:'where structure is imposed by the experimenter
or as a result of traditional -patterns- brought from., other
^group-experiences by the individual members a combination
of' personality data and the envir-dpamb should theoretically
-allow the 'prediction of ■emergent structure and the conig
sequent syntality measures.
It may fee. possible to achieve
such 'goals with this system;* but -only with experimental groups
%®bteil* ’Concepts and' Methods in the Measurement of
©roup Syntality," and. "lew Concepts for Measuring .leadership
-In forms of ©roup Syntality",

i§*hefe the y&fiafeies can be closely controlled*
III

%hk lefeeratipry the group

could be ie ■bimod as

to eliminate a feedback condition reseibiiig from seeoess' or
failure with a group task*

Tli® measure of success may

.eataf# the .group to reorganize itself for future situations.

|.t is cencMvafeiei that such reorganization might change tbs
structure of the. $rm p and even go- s# far as. to change the
personality variables*

Mm leaders night be elected and

all individuals below a certain ability level night be
eic-ciaied* fit,natural situations it would be impossible to
stop the group before feedback o©cured, nor would this
secession of action be desirable*
I*

llfg«l!lf0 SOTitffiiP BI FACT0E AIA1ISIS

:Basically there are two ways of designating and
measuring; the member .of the group' that appears as ..leader1
*,
this individual may be discovered from observations' of the
structar® produced fey-111.® inter-group interaetionj or,
observation of syntality cha&ge.M 'the factor analysts
determine leadership fey the latter method and define a
leader as one who has a. demonstrable .influence upon group
syhfealtby*

The effective measure of leadership is obtained

from the. comparative- magnitude of the syntality’'change pro*
duced fey the leader individual and the syntality produced .fey
^^iaymond B* Oattell and ilen fl ttice, ’
^feur forms*
lae for Selecting, leadersvoo the .Iasi# of Personality,”
Human Relations, If$4* £, 492-587.

tltt aver&gs or

m M 1 loader*3-2

'I© general four leadership categories are considered
to this approach and deneb# feef different observablera- of

the phenomena*

They arei. (I) the persistent momentary

problem solving leader who through some heebntoal etslll
neb possessed by the. other group- members is able to give
advice'or actually solve- the problem that bloelrs subooseieii
of the group gpali

(2) the #a|,ieatb .leader is the power

of the group who hub a decided influence on the group synta-lityj
III the -ieeiometrii leader in the- pepalajr-pr ebeeto leader
in the true -so#ioaieb.fi© sense|

mi ik) the elected leader

who through a seieobion process is hhav.fcemto.al leader of
the group*

lb to entirely possible that one individual

would .fall into.all the above, categories.* but it Is
rather ifflprobsbiSf;, faster- spilfito is mainly eoMerned
■v
la
with the salient leader*
fetter analysis appears

to be a togtoiil «#thoi for the

immsiimtAm of leadership* Syahality observations show the
leader of the- group m the individual who induces the
group to weth up to its tspaliiities* :to todifiiual who
exhibits various leadership, traits may not be a sufiessful
leader In

m m situatl-oits*. If the.situatioB* by itself* is

the coss-id©ration there* is a tendency bo- evaluate leadership
^■%atbelli **fe« Concepts for lesaurtoi 'leadership in
terms of troup ^totality* **
-■
?■
&%abbe11 and ibies, Jggg* hit*

IL
m m ® basis.#f sthmeture*' * Leadership, m determined
syntaiiby observations> should fee viewed froma consideration
of both personality and structure. With such experimentation
it will

no Ionger be possible to speak of good and ..bad.

leaders* tot only of., leaders that have good and' bad offeats
on the- .production of increase in a dimension of group
synbalifey.^ $««d or bad should be considered in terms of
increase or decrease of a particular syufeality dimension.
Some of 'the syntaliby dimensions which have been considered,
are integration* eohesiveness and synergy.

it o ASfidfs 01.p t i » x » f »

Hath of the contemporary work utilizing theory of
organisatim. is being done la the realm-of leadership by
the ©bio State leadership Studies

The definition of

leadership usei by these.'studies relates lsuder©te|f> directly
If
to .the organized group and Its goal.
fender this concept
’■Alvin S. feouldner led. ).* Stuan
(hew forki Harper and brothers*' ^
^%atteli, *Mm #oncepts for leasurini leadership in
terms of ireup lyntality.*
^%h|o State leadership Studies conducted atfehio
State diversity are based on three assumptions, they arer
|1| group organization is a recognisable social phenomena in
our society| H I that m such it is « legitimate subject for
scientific' sfeudyj and III that the variables of organization
can fee defined as to permit their scientific study.
^Ih 'this ease leadership is defined, m the .act: of
Influencing the activities of an organized group in its
efforts toward goal setting and goal ■achievement.

group m& organization are different, terms, net synonymous.
& group is considered to fee a unit consisting of a number
Of individuals who are aware of the unity and act in- a
IS
unitary mmmr*:'
Organization :denotea a.special type of'
well-developed group*
social

#rfahiaatloa--^ay be defined as a

group where the membership is differentiated as. to

individual responsibilities for the basts of achieving a

comma goal.^ the concept of' organization with its in*
plication for the differentiation of responsibility permits
the Stady of leadership as ah aspect of the relationships
between members, who are coordinatiJig their efforts In.
achieving common goals.*
It may not,be easy to determine when a group becomes
an orgasibatieit*

if a group possesses leaders it. is an

organ!satiefj|- for some of the m#®MFs have 'differentiated
■roie relations from the others

in relation to certain tables*

If individual members have differentiated responsibilities
in relation to certain,group goals* then the group Is an.
organisation*

Continued presence of'leaders and differentia*

tion of responsibility is relation to, common goals are
indicative of organisation*^ All social groups have some
degree ;ef #rganinable%
organisation*

fhus leadership Is one aspect of

Before leadership can. be present there ..are

^%bpheas 'Smithy Social Sibuatioa> Social Behavior*
fecial group** Psychological .Review , 1945^ £gf 224-229.

^%tOgd.lll.j: |q c » -Mt».

three minimal eoaditionsii (1) a group of Individnais with
f£| a common task (3} and delegated re#p#neifeiXihy»

Raders

may he differentiated fro® other memfeere to the extent that
thof. influence the athiviblis "of the organisation In its
efforts

%& achieve 'the group goals*

Organisation is. ait# founded oh a system of .stable
expectations regarding differential r«#p#hSihlMties and
relationships

m m g :the .members* Responsibility is m

aspect •of ertahtsahioh*
that m

tefpohsibllty. means the duties

individual is expected to handle

md also to whoa

he. is accountable |*r the discharge of those duties,

fh#

a#e@anbshliify will s@t the individual’s status within the
organisation hierarchy*.
_Studies have shown that within every1formal pattepii.
of organisation. aollhfe*v»al pattern of organisation will
develop*, this informal pattern develops side*by*side, with
the formal organisation*

informal organisation usually

refers to the friendship groups and clique patterns based
on close association* mutual .interests' and opposing
antagonists which say develop .within -the structure of the

£t»vm% 'Organisation* 21
in organisation in operation seldom appears to
function in the manner that the organisational chart decrees.
Sprits J. Boehhlisberger and William I. Pickson,
Management and the Worker {%mkrldgei harvard University
Prods.*;'ifIfl^hl^oorge t* Homans t fhe lumen Group (Mew
fork-s Hareourt , irate "and Company,. "IfFoTTTF* 131-»J5.

fiie actual work and interaction patterns usually are at.
differences with the responsibility patterns of the
organisation,

two fundamental seta of variables appear- to

define the operations of an organized group;
Ij

Variables which define formal organization
A* Responsibility variables {the work one is
expected to do)
8« Formal interaction variables Ithe persons
with whomr one is expected to work)

11.. Variables which define informal organisation
A. Work perfozmjance variables {the tasks one
actually performs)
•I* Informal interaction, variables J the persons
■with whom one actually works)22
one examines formal organizations in actual
operation one finds that the individual .members do- not in
all respects act in accordance with the specific definitions
of their expected, roles*

this should be expected in

much as the specific social situation

m

md the personalities

of the members involved can. not be anticipated by the formal
organization.

The personal relations that develop among the

©embers .achieves stability and affect the members1 expectations
of one another*

Informal organization is- an effective' means

of social control for it also directs the members*.

The values,

power structure and behavior expectancies of this informal
organisation may be at variance with those of the formal
organization.

This fact may be- known by the -members*

22Stogdill, loo* pit* lots the slight difference that
does exist in the two sets of variables. The formal organi
zation expects certain conduct from the individual5 the
informal organization is the actual conduct of the individual*

B&m of the Ohio State Leadership Studies have
Considered this point of variance to find that the
hud effectiveness of the organization depend
of thee# dlsorepeneite*

upm tit# extent

the implication of stnih’
'findings

la that within a deeply hierarchical organisation, .ihe meet
effective Leader -is- one who recognizes the struetufee .and

2L

conforms closely to the expectations of the iafonsil .group*
111* -SmiafillAL
i

i

It should fee noted, that .a. group may fee difffer^hhiated
In other respects than responsibility.
in

A. number of people

m organssation with the ease degree of responeifellity

may fora several clearly disiiagalahsfel# frie»dshi|S cliques*
#r* fey distinguishing the communication network of 'the group,

L* Scott, 'iero.efet.iona of
ship.Behavior |Belumfefea* Ohio eiafevilniv, Research Foundation,
Sfflf and'’-Ralph !:* Itogiill, and tile feebler* geasures of
leadership Structure .and.Organization ohancfe {Solnmbus:
@hlo-;State‘w'ronFr«isearfeh'e:f^Etition7 WWl
^Aifecil A* ’
Gibbs, Leadership^’Ghap.- 24 of ?ol* 2 of

.ik of Social'
'
4,Esveholoav.*.ed* ijariinef Lindsey* '1 Vfels*
faSlrSilei iMIsol^Wesley^ufelishing Company* 1954) > p* #fi*
In as much as leadership has been one key to'knowledge ’afeont
small groups, particularly fey the. organ!zationalisis and the
factor analysts,* .|ifefe*s comment (p. 917) after an exhaustive
study of literature relative to leadership research conducted
fey these two orientation's as well as- others shows leadership
ho fee “interactional phenomenon* and. interaction, theory seems
to fee best fitted to provide a framework for studies of leader*
ship* the emerfence of group 'structure and the differentiation
of function of group members depend on the interaction of
those, peitfeers.* and are'general group ifeebomena* '-An individual1§
assumption of'the leader role depends not only on the role
needs of the group and upon his Individual attributes of
personality*, feat also upon the member* s perception of him'as
filling "the group role requirements* these* la turn, vary

the leader and hi# $t#refcary might' fee'tm'tieftfeihai or closely
hOi»##fe#d pphitleits yah these two. will vary greatly in felie
di'tipion of responsibility*

A Iroup that

fed thu# differ*'

into its; ymMour part# fee©#©## #1' a relative degree
of'lability:-!# #aid'fet fe@ #%r®ffeared
'fh® strno'fepre M i group.tonsisf# of its disfin*
guishab1e parfes>: of ■positions, and of their arrange*
raen.fc with respect fe# ele^anofefeer, The. pooitlfiia ,©f a
group art conceived o# at relatively h§»gen@ou#
part# which #. in principle,, may ttrfeain any number
#f people* '|fe helps greatly in the task of pro*
4i0fei»g m individual* s. behavior in $ group fe# fed
**
able to #ptti% hi# location In the .group* # structure *
Wi'feli tfel# vt#nttpfeit® of group pferuobtire*. the exact
way inwhicfe m. group will fee iiffertntiafe#i will depend
upon-the parfeioni#r-rt#tir<iii.'4t#l^ that. £« placed upon tips
group*

the pdrfeitul##^ rtttarth ###!§»• «#y only with to malse

on# ■iifftrihfeisilfeh' or* thrieslgh may dictate that differ*.
tnfelafeioh #ioal«hfe# .made In ##f#ral ##fetgori#it In order to
Ovmlualt

%M individual |t#«p iwttdtor iu hi# fario^u# functional

role#*
i#l®#in hi# woth with the problemsolving ftfitaot
find# four kfhi# of ■difffertnfeiafeion# generated in the following

wsmmri ill difftrtnfeiai de.gree of a©#### to resources, (a)
dlfftrtatinl degree of costrol over'oth#r% $3) differential,
itgrt# of statu© in the seal# of

and |4) differ*

*# the aituAtios Ahi the task- Alter*. In general., it may he
U l i that leadership i# a function of porionaii# m i of 'the
fotiai Mttafeion, and -of these, two lit interaction* ”
2%orwin
and Alvin gander, gro-ao Byaasajai
|fvan#to»t 111*.* low# fotoMth. and Um®$m0.4 ■0§WTy^M»*

enhial degree of solidarity or identification with the group
.in relation to the objects of the out-group.The interaction
patterns of the .members become more predictable when this
framework has been established in a particular group.

The

existence of the patterns gives a stability to the situation
of action for the individual*

itructure and functioning of

the .social, system {situation of action for the individual}
gives content to the expectations of the individual) gives
content fe the expectations,, of the individual and acts to
motivate M m * ^

Because ©lithe interactional background of

this set vof
differentiations' they are by no means unehangafele
IV

m far as the individual is concerned* The on-going process
may call.;for a change in the- social position, of the individual.
1
oO
.and thus change his differential roles. ■ To Bales the group
becomes structured when these differential dimensions, are In
evidence*.
Various single differentiations, have been the- feasts
for research with structured, groups*

Some of these are

eommunieation, power structure! locomotion structure* equilibrium t
and the sociometric structure,

k brief view of these partic

ular differentiations of structure shows the theoretical
variety that is necessary in the study of structure.*
^Bofeert P. Sales. Interaction Process Analysis
(Cambridge: Addison-Wesiey freiljBcTT WWT7

^sm-t ?• ®°•
% i „

p. *2.

?o"describe 'bfee:'Communication structure of any organ
isation in a. ^stemsfio manner it in necessary to specify .for
each position in the structure which of the other positions
are connected to it by a direct channel of' communication.
the total pattern- of individual, positions and communication.
>

••

links make up the structure,. !n this manner every member of
the group is located;. One person may he In a central
location |connected to everyone else in the, group I -and thus
receive communications from everyone and in turn communicate
with everyone.* .this individual should 'he aware- of all
information in the entire group.. Another individual 'may
fee- in a peripheral petition (removed from the group center
of communieatlon fey several links)*

This person will only

communicate with the person t© whom he, is linked; he will
-most probably not knew- the same degree of information as
the central '-individual,* A third possible place in the group
communication structure may fee that -of potential, bottleneck.
This individual is the connecting link between two part# of
the group (sufe^-groups)* Current research 1# attempting
to discover the predictability of .a piece of given information
reaching all .group members in a .specific -time period, as
certain features of the communication structure are varied*
Power structure of the group is determined in a
3^Harold K. Kelley* ^Communication in Experimentally
Created Hierarchies ,M Human lelations,. 1951, A* 39*5&: and
George A* Meise and George A. teller, ‘'Problem Solving By
Small Groups fesing Various Communication Nets,* Journal of
Abnormal and Social.Psychology^ 19|1* 4fe> 3£7*3351

similar \jsstnnfr* bate the pattern
with, directed lln&agas#.

it' eoiiesraed

?k# pattern''must ste-s® who has power

o?#r who® @n«f wh# is under the power' of' who®.- the analysis
of tli% power strwotwre may show individuals

m m ®islng

power o t w others while- not being anier the .power of any
or* sows individuals

my

km®. power over #e»e other# and

in, taro h# under the-power of other Individuals or* some Im
dividuais- may km®

m power of their own and only to under

the- -.power of other individuals*

this pattern wifi probably

to tru# only In -relation, to a ■tpoelfi.e Matter#
under ■tonslderatlon

As- the item

kkm$m the power structure my ale#

kkmm* Power# as a eont-opt for this type of research*. is
usually thought of at influence*-^■
;ftee locomotion (ability to more) structure--#f a group
fa based, on whether an Individual tan change his position
directly- fvm one position to another#

In formal

the way to *hwwfd up the ladder* is. usually quite explicit-.
Promotion from stock'cleric to company presl-ient. I# through
a reeo-ihisei .adyghtemfpt systems* Is. some organ!zatioiit some
posftfohs say tee finalf- the- vice president in charge of
ekpertoeniatloh

my never be, the president of the fim. because

lit# of promotion; is throw# the vie© president In charge of
H* i^lls* ‘’Power lelaMons in fhreo^Ptrson
croups, ” a*gw-&esn.ioQ-iologica.l Be.vigw* 1953, _1|,.
Jacob I* Hurwitez, AiviaEandef and Bernard Hymovitcte* .Some
Iffeet# of Power" on/the delations, Among ©roup Members (©hap.
31 of iartwrtght and Zander,.on* cite*}, pp. 4i|:*9itt and
Eonald Mppitet* e| j^#* *fhe lynamic-s of fewer** M m m

sales.:
Structural features such
m
'*
m

these #111 influence the

attractiveness of different positions to the group members
and- the acral of the total organisation.
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fhllisiag. a set of .interaction categories (see p.. 22)
Bales h m explored the equilibrium structure in email, groups.
-Essentially equilibrium is a .question of balance within, the
group* The balance of question# to answers and negative
reactions to positive- reactions are phasea- -of the .problem*
^Interaction is. a process consisting of -action followed by
reaction*

the implication -of such a theory as -a device

Of interpretation is that the determining components of the
process arc complex,

These components should he sought in

bhd- balance of the system a# a whole,, rather than In a
search of'®supposedly® isolated factors*
the understanding, of a repeated phenomenon In
this type of approach lies In showing how- It fits
into a system, or constellation of interlocking
systems, as one link In a closed* repetitive cycle
of activities or orbit which constitutes the moving
steady state of the system as its equilibrium is
persistently disturbed and reestablished*^?
Bales believes.;that the.group should not be studied
la its dissected structural parts but* rather, as a whole
^Cartwright and lander, op. olt* * p. 423.
l3iefeect F. Bales*
groups (Chap*. 4 of Working
faleott Parsons, Eobert T*
eee, 111*t 'the Free Press,

the Equilibrium 'Problem in .Small
Paters in the theory of Action*
Balesant. Edward A. BhilSiilin*1933), pp*.11«61*

unit .with structural differences in fluctuation.
tft knew the

group through

Bales wishes

its structural parts la. interaction.

fkls m y b# at variance with those she approach the group three#
a tingle structural factor,

'this it a difference in method

of approach to scientific knowledge*

the contribution of

this knowledge it the important thing*.

In the future

it

is

possible that both methodological approaches will arrive
at the sme- goal*

Another approach that must he noted as a structure
pattern is the work of dtfcers&sdai the soctoaetrlc structure
of the group*

the pattern that develops in this instance is

much like the communication pattern with the exception that
the pattern is teased, on friendship choices* dhosen in*
Gividuals are linked, together.

Everyone may chose everyone

els© intone group while in another there may be cliques of
individuals linked together*
linked to any one els©*

toe individual may not be

As in the coMnunication network

each individual will have a place in the sociometric structure*
An individual

my tee central in relation to the other

group, members* another may tee peripheral* another isolated
and a fourth .may be the only person that is located in two
eii.<p© groups*!^ It is probable that the cohesiveness and
^%om©pfe I* Moreno* Who Shall Survival1 fSeaton* Ifew
Yorki Beacon House Inc*.* If$!|* pp• #
relating' to’the
application of sociometric structure in. a. community.study*
technique applied in non-human group by Margaret Altman* «A
Study of Behavior In a Eorse-Mule Group with Animal Soeie**
grams,w Socloft©trv.r If51*. kkt 1S1'*1£4»

atafeilicy el a group is dependent upon such a seeioBiehri#
Structure- as- it possesses#^? Emphasis

m individual efeoi#©

and -sooioaotry' will tea discussed in the next- chapter.
In -tfe# first portion, of this chapter ..factor analysis
with its three panel# of population, structure, -and syotality
warer discdas-ed, parti#miafif;.In the light of .research Im the
syotality panel* 'that, portion of the efeafter devoted to
discussion of oi^aiiitation and structural differentiatitn'thdnld'
t#:considered as naterial for the second panel of factor
analysis-,: that o-f ''structure* the difference in je«phasit
.represented- fey these various tfeeori.ee is net to ,the d#tf|ij#at
'of &mX% group knowledge*

It is a matter of approach.- factor

analysis^ with its particular ;Vlew toward syotality hopes for
sufficient knowledge t# predict structure, the theories of
#rgaaiaati.eft and structure view group structure In an
atteispt to predict group performance and .result*

^%artwri.#it and Sander,

cit# a p* 423*

S S A P fS R I f

TitDiits o?- fiE m m t m &

m

&k*u* m m w s

M previous oli&pmm?, discussion km evolved around
bh© group as m entity, Interacttom gf-ala, -norms, behavior
ami'©ymtality we**© presented mi group phenomena,- Individual
memfeera received M

etoaidti^ftom.*

If will be remembered

that J, 1. Moreno erifeieiaea Bales* theory feftoeftoit because
th e - t h e o r y

O p e r a t e s w i t h o u t e e m s ld e r a t t o iii

subject.*^ If is tM© cem-cerm for the
eemee-quelib poelbiett in the, group

t W th e a c t o r *

tol hie

m dietated by hie- individual

preference that lead to the- theory of -soeiemetry,' "the mathe
matical study of psychological properties of populations** the©Mperlffiemtal technique--of-ami the result© obtained by the
application of quantitative.methods",^
toother theory that is built around the Individual
and hie relatione, with the group is the psychoanalytic
%

approach largely developed by preud*:- this theory remains
and i# feeing utilized, to- some extent^ today*' this Is the
Idea that

m individual's earliest experiences to groups

Ito example of -empirical research utilising sociometric
techniques will fee found to' the Appendix^ Section III, }

fork:

h m P.- 25-26,S'
Joseph I*- Moreno,- Who Shall Survivel (Beacon,- hew
Beacon House, fme-v^'lSlIT*§f*' to-Ii, ’■

*»,. »„A \llS
uO2ifa0Kj Hogcirtfey 1922) *.*

m

si.

featl'faily direct# and colors his behavior and feeling in
.groups .for the rest, of hi# ilTc>
fm
ter.

m two theories -will .for® the basis of this chap

low dots the individual fit into the tetldl structure?
i, tis theory @y $ m m m x
the origins and development #f

linked to. one man

j* h* Moreno*

m$lwmW?' art Closely

A major atop that is prob

ably responsible for the increased development of the'theory
came in. lf|4 with the first publication of lEto Jbeil Jirvivc?
This book i# not simply a report of'reseafeti of various group
studies in a school and institutional setting but# It contains
the speculative theory.,, methodology.., and projected results of
m 'broad social significance*

It is this foundation laid by

-Horen© that has resulted in the. sociometric approach, today.

to say that Freud did. not influence 'Moreno in the
development, ©£ soeicsetry would be erroneous. 'Freud influ
enced ilorth© b© develop a different system. Moreno felt that
the then current’systems- of 'analytic character, of which the
psy'Chbanalytic was *the farthest developed and most, ihflntn*.
tlalvf# lacked two essential elements to be a satisfactory
syste® of universal life .s§ss.§.t«nt*

these analytical systems.

published Washington; I.ervous and Mental Disease Pub
lishing Company. There is currently a new edition, set Moreno,
pp. ..clt«

bad in

common "the tendency to associate the origins of life

with calamity and show’©Wong inclinations towards the nega"a
tive11, Moreno felt that the two Cornerstone elements of
soch a system should fee spontasiety

m4 creativity*?

lh this conception these two elements should not :
fe#
considered similar- nor identical processe#*

Moreno believes
g

that '"the onlye-rse Is Infinite creativity5®*

dreativlty is

the potential* the ability, the life of the individual,

let*

without spontaniety this potential will never he realized;
the life will he Inoperative* Creativity without spontaniety
is lifeless| spontaniety without creativity -is futile and
■abortive*.
As .practiced today the sociometric approach is rep**'

resenbative -of the subjective frame' of reference..*. the indi
vidual viewing the group, through his own eyes*

fo record

this .©abjective evaluation the soeiometric measure is employed.;
j

A sociometric measure. 1© the means of assessing the attrac

tions- or the attractions and repulsions within a -given group.
Each member of the -group privately selects a number of other
group members with whom he would life© to participate in

mm

©peeifie activity* -le any'also, be asked to Indicate those
group' members ■with whom -he would not like to participate*.

A

'Ibid .., p*. H i *

7|b||*» pp. 19-W.

fo be * true seoioiiebyie derice the measure should be
constructed be meet els refulfettenbte*^
(II flie subjects of the test steQuid
of -the group*

The teeb places

knm the limits

m restriction within the

grew#- ‘
¥»fc dee# exclude nowgroup individuals*

For ©sample,,

a -beet -glyen bo ®oy Beauts-:.: -mp4 including an ewf®te®iete of
two meet preferred camping- companions would, require that the
oheiee® mate be from the members of the troop or petrol taking
the "test;*

|3)

fo boy outside of the group could tee chosen.*

fhe subject©- should tee permitted -to'stake a© many

choice© or rejections at they desire.

t& current practice

mm$ soctemebrle bests ore administered with;a limited number
Of ■choifte® or rejections s#«eili#i4 Undirected. cteic# of to
many' or a© few as the subject prefers helps to correctly
■■Identify- the, group*© true

trio, plotur©*.

fil JpeciflO’criteria |hould,be,,ihdieated
reason .for thoioe'or-rejeotion .by the subject.

m the

Each choice

or rejection skouM tee made.with- a particui&r activity In.
.mini*

the aotirity*. of course* .should tee meaningful to the

subject* toy icouts could not select- three others for- a
game of bridge in. -a meaningful manner, nor could

m admit

select three other .adults for his team- in a neighborhood rope
tying contest,,
(4)

le suits of the test should, be used

im resbructu*

ring the- group.,-, this requirement amplifies motivation for
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fit© wfilwfeirie test focuses m the organization, thi
psychological »tnm«re * t feb# group* the test has.proven
well fitted to basils the,task for which 1$ it i#slghe<t|.
The; test, ha# peaebrabei the evert displays ©f grew? lift b©
reveal the network of interrelations m which.behavior Istaped* -ftt the test does act allow a complete exploration
©f the individual's relationships with other individuals*.
I&plorabioii It possible ©sly to the point tlafe the .o<mahruo*
tioii of the test permit#*^
la actual practice there are variations on .the gl&
requirements- for a sociometric test-.*, is a consequence it ti
ne©©scary that a report of research utilising this method
should state all the relevant conditions of the study,.

In

many. circumstances 'the test-say fee used only in modification,
®m. method of ^edification is %h# limit placed .on the

11
number of' #ii@ites the subject may stake*' - Thl# praetle© baa
the didadvaataie. #f not viewing the complete range -of inter*
personal reaetions to which the measure has .©©©ess,* Indivi
dual variance in the number of oboioes tan only'be stored when
unlimited oboloe is -allowed:, Unlimited choice Is necessary
to distiniuisb. the unchosen person.from the isolate*

fob*

it may be desirable- to reetriet choice because .of the

fork;

^%t!eh I* denninga* leadership and Isolation flew
longpah-s;j
,. ireen and m m p S m T W sW J' |i7"F^4T

^dohn $* Thorpe, nAu Investigation. into Some Oorrel*
ateS'of’Bofeioffietrlo Status within School glasses.,# iociometryj,
If5.1, M , 49-bl, .requires subjects to make three choices each
for three criteria and one^rtdeotion. k typical use of' test.

time involved froth for the administration of the test and the
eventual scoring.

Rapport may he lost because the test is

exhaustive*
Frequently the technique is applied without the premiss
of restructuring the group*

If the promise is made it acts

to increase incentive and the sensitivity with which the ..sub*
jeets will report choices and rejections*

la. many cases

because: of the nature of the group or the criterion, of selso*
tion, it would be impossible to re.structure the group,

Re

structuring the group' does.not appear as an indispensable
condition of the sociometric test for it appears that sub
jects frequently give careful and accurate judgments without
12
the benefit of personal gain*."'
Some related devices, similar to the SQciometric test,
are used to .indicate dimensions that cannot "Usually be found
through the true .socioiaetric measure* .this author particle
pated in. such an experiment*.

In place of the usual monthly

rating of officers |leading five and bottom five In. the com*
pany) based

m leadership in a future combat experience each

subject was to make a soG lom e trie prediction of *%ho will
13
choose youf* V " this type of query presents interesting
'®ard!«e:r Lindsey and Edgar F, Borgatta, Soeiometric
Measurement (Ohap, 11 of Vol. 1 of handbook, of genial Pay*
ehology, ad,'§ardin#r •ilndzey, %,.fcSSJuSmbri'dgei 'Addison^ i }ublishing m .*, 1954)* p, 40B,
It the time of the .experiment the author was at Fort
Benning, 6a,, attending a school for company grade- officers*
the'*buddy1* report,, as it was. called* was held'in low esteem
by the great majority of the .212. officers in the company, freft
p o r s h f t i i l ' w i t h ? o t h e r subjects-it .bpptaro# that Hut
m m
saswitr was "Stfttody f1*

possibilities for correlation with other psychological data
for social prediction.

f
io toe successful this type of test «$$$

toe iaffieieiitoly Motivated.
iteobter -relate#, procedure -is the use of time estimates
toO'temsmre choice intensity-*

The investigator asks tto# sute

jeetos too estimate 'the proportion of tofte each would Ifise -to#
spend in a® interacting activity with tote other members.of the.
gtete*

the us# ©f tlMto eleMent fefsits itefgtobihi the choice#,

my toe varied, toy asking the subjects too estimate
tte actual a»owt of ’
%%m spent in tetoorattoioh with m ter group’
this technique

MeMtoere.^
totter related techtone to' the seeioMetorie test, is
tote'u$# of ■Metef fteatleh questions.

lore tote subjects are

presented a list of various behavior descriptions an# asked
too Match these descriptions with. tteMbers of the group, -the
■descriptions ate varied along types of:positive and negative
eotetoa so that- It Is passible to# achieve an ordering of -tote
subject# that bear# a correspondence with -to!©Metric data*
In -this' Mapter ft is possible' to detect tote- Manifesto personality
©f the Individuals composing the group-,^
Bat# obtained

fwm the application of the sotioMOtric

toesto- is only Material* hot yet social fact,^

fte data must

alph H, Stogdill, #fhe Socioffietory of forking a©**
iatoion|feips in Formal Organization,0 "iocioMetorv. 1949, 1.1.
27 6 ’*£$&*

■^%lB#tey 'to ioteatta, op . ©te** p. -41©.

to© collected mod pres©abed in logical fashion so the loter**
relations **• apparent-*

to present sociometrie data Moreno

developed the soeiograst, a g©o©etri©Method of structural
analysis*^

This method is used- to-presitonto'ttoto relation*

Ship© so that they ®ar to© studied* Huraerona types of tootle
©grata.® have been develops4, but they all develop the pattern
■of sotlai struotur© -of the. group ami. sliow'lto# position of
every Individual within the group*?

,sSooiograMs are so deyi#et';

that one pin pick fro® the jMr&utty «it® of the eoimuhity small
parts-* redraw .and study them, ©# to tpeafe* under the micro*
sooi
Various patterns develop within the sosi-ogra« ai*d:#. it
■i© these patterns that are the toasts for the analysis of the
group.* here are a numtoer of the basic patterns that- develop* ^
4 true. ©ooiogra»\I© prepared in two #©l#rst 'red and blank,

tho.

red oiroiee and lines represent attraftioni the tolaoH tirole©
and line# represent, rejection,

The ^©verohosen* in.ilvliiual

is represented toy a rfd..tiroi© surrounded toy-other ;r#4. ci-role©
with lines connected to the.center individual,

if this, person

receive® five- or more choice® he is referred to -as a Mstar"*
the "rejected* person is represented, toy -a black elroi# eonneototd toy a black lint to the circle-of the person who: rejects
him*

Mutual choices or rejections are- represented toy red.

circles connected by red lines and black circles connected
by black lines respectively

Many individuals with mutual

choices or rejections are called }{chains**, the "isolate**
is the individual who neither receives nor makes choices or
rejections.,

He is represented by a dotted black line.

there are many varieties of patterns that may develop;
these are only the basic ones.

Because ©f this complexity of

number and color of pattern the sociogram has been criticised.,
the main fault, other than poor drawings, lies in the fact,
that the purpose of the sociogram was- to present an attractive
visual device.*, the sociogram is drawn for the purpose of
analysis of data 5 It should be attractive,, but this is not
the main consideration,
is with any technique there are advantages and dis
advantages to the use of aoeiograias,^ the first and most
apparent advantage is the sociogram* s dramatic and attention
compelling qualities,

Correctly prepared, the sociogram pre*

seats a graphic group portrait,

for small groups the diffi

culty of constructing sociograms is slight compared to the
labor required for some of the other analytical techniques
that have been discussed.,

A distinct advantage to the use of

.sociograms is that the existing relations within the entire
group are presented at one time rather than being divided into
various indices and scores.
2%,indsey and Borgatta, jg, pit*, p. 411,
“ asm- ». u a o n

the main disadvantage" lies In the preparation of the
soeiogram. 'the representativeness of the diagram is dependent
upon the social scientist who prepares it*

Depending upon

the particular special groupings 'represented the investigator'
can create different impressions of the group*

It is.now

popular to utilise quantitative techniques to accompany the
sociogram so as to assure correct presentation of the data*
II*

reliability

Am validity op sqgiomeieic measimi22

The main issue is. discussing the reliability of soc
iometric measure is the effect of environmental forces, upon
the group being measured*

the sociometric tester believes

that each test.-retest must vary with the passage of time and
change within the group*

the variables in. sociometry are

susceptible to environmental change*, the task is to dlsbiii*-:
guish the elements of change directly attributable to actual
changes in the variable under study as opposed to the elements
of change that are a result of inconsistency ©f the test.
The problems posed by interpretive reliability are not
great,

the major stumbling block is the use of the sociogram

without quantitative data*

However, reliability can be

increased in this case by utilising conventional method© of
sociograra Construction.*
59 ■
**111 material for this discussion of reliability and
validity has come from Lindsey and Borgatta, op» bit**
pp. 420-24; and lane $•„ Mouton, Robert R» Blake ahdBenjaialn
Fruehter. nTheRsliabilitv of Sociometric Measures,n Sodomett
1955, M * -7"***
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tent controls 01* .relates significant variables

m SQCiometric

Choice pabbtrng*' Results have usually bean valid when corre
lated with information derived fro® direct observatioE of the
group* lb# formal organisation and .ebraeburai properties when
applied %@ the bee of soeioffietric testing'to ieieraliie' the
group leadership.'

It appears that there are valid relation#

between aspect# of behavior measured-by #®e|®i»©brlc heeteifue,

<m'®m hand, and demographic., cultural, intellectual,/. attitude »■
25
and personality variables m.%k® other*".$®cl.©«ebrlc measures provide only "one ©f the many
possible mean# of viewing interpersonal relations’*

f® be

a valid measure*, the data receivedfrom a- soeioaietric testing
ehoulS be correlated with data-fro® ©bh&rscurces,

iocioffletry

appraise# the psychological aspects of' the iadiviinal.-and
should be correlatedwith data

fmm the physical, cultural

and sociological setting of the group.
In general, it appears that the measures are of value
b# the sotis1 scientist concerned with .group processes or
the individual in a group setting:., -the value -#f the measure
will he increased by the development of more stringent ■*p.Sb»tibablve -analysis of soeioffietric dabs and by the use ®f thi®
.data

$M conjunction with comparative data, gathered through

2?
other aean#.*2h,l«a*y an<J B©rgaMa,. ,g|. alt., p, %.*?»
*y
2^a>ia»..,. p . 4fez*
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of the individual have 'been used to describe individual ben
havlor in group settings. .Several basic concepts of this
®aw®

art worthy of nob®*
ffe® underlying theory i# that human behavior represents

a compromise action between inner drive®

(libido ah# aggro®«

.sivol an# needs an# the inhibitions an# impressions reaching:
bht individual from hi® environment.
s

Behavior, of course,

.V*

is influence# by .
a multitude of factor® to the,degree of

1

1

t I

§

I

I
S

a. -J3

behavior is thought to be the behavior #f individuals 4® a
process ©fsocial and emotional ijstarattitnl''':la'''tMa manner;
groups tan be $em$e$v«& as psyokolegl©#! wholes with organi
zation , structnra>. goals*

m% ©lisat#* ■'ftes. group pr©pertiMi

develop through the inbspsetieh of' the individuals comp©sing '
'the group
Individual behavior practically always- bakes plat©
in'ant I© related to an environment which eontains hot only
physical objects, but also other persons , collectivities*
culturally presented values ant various cultural resources.
Individual.behavior' is- generally see®. In the group;;setting.,
.in example of the influence of Freudian psychology
in enrre®% group study- is the nature of -ascribed properties
;#f intervening, variables*'''

two-of three major theoretical

trends relative''to these ascribed propertie® are influenced
by freudian psychology*

Briefly the two are the phenoma;•
{

nological trend and the trend toward a gu| veneris model*,
iy its very nature the phehoroenologioal trend would
contain «neh freudian theory as the Investigation, proceeds
\
f r » lowest to highest complex of .intervening variables*
.ieheidiinger* fsyeheanalyalb ill trout lehavior
(few tbtki W*
lorton mi So*% IIff?7'^ihaptlf I presents '
Iasi© ?rendian data concerning group behavior pattern®*
^faleobb Parsons and Idwari 1* Shlls* loward 4 gen
eral .fheery M li^ieh {Cambridge* Harvard inflerslty Press,
1951}, pp* ^ * 1 1 aiifteilii variables are .defined "both
by the assumed functional -relation® of such intervening variv
able® to the. independent and/or to dependent variables and
by the postulated., ©©tensive properties also attributed to
such iattfvsning variabit,©f.* {p.* I#2*'|

It i# the atte«ipt.of ill# work to eserH e ;|»tro#peetlveiy
derived eyries! characteristics to the irtt.rveiiihg ***>&*
alies*

the trend of 'theory tewati a;

.i^nerls* motel.'develop#

pm%mm® drawn fro® sl®i«.

a set of explanatory strnetur## and
larltlt# In other discipline#,

frend*# concept of a %aief

reservoir liMioM I# primarily #f this type.
Pre«#an theory Is also coupled with early topl#ltg.ieal
thought under the common frame 'of reference called -a tftheory
■of

Freni*# theory of internalisation of 'moral

values as an essential fart of tie structure of ..personality
Is a landmark. In tie- development of the science of liman
behavior. lost convergent with.-this theory of the superego

mm 'tie lurlelei® theory of tie social role of moral norms.
fie main offoff. of ©wrent wefts; along, this line is tie develop*
meat of a theory of personality eld- a theory of social system
through tie analysis of the funiamentiti phenomenon of tie
internalisation of moral nor®# lit such a manner as to maximize
tie. general implications into a theory of action*
the general direction of. this effort Is to aid tootle
Freudian concept of tie superego... Freni made only a hoginning
at tie analysis' of the role of' a- .common culture in personality «
^falcott farson## fie ■impe.rejie and .the theory of Social

rnmmm.
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falcott Parsons-, Holert F* lales-anltiward I. fljflij Olh&oo**
Illinelsi fie free Frees, lffl)>. p. 14.

The same analysis should, fee projected from the intematisation ■
of moral standard® to the internal!satioa of the cognitive
frame of reference for interpersonal relations and for the
32
common system of expressive symbolism. '•
the essential latent, however, 1® to contribute
to the.development of a common foundation for the
theoretical, analysis of human behavior which can
serve to 'unify all of the science® which take this a®
their subject matter. The massive and fundamental
fact is that Fraud foruralated the concept of the
superego and fitted it into hi® general analysis of
human motivation# this .and the parallel formulation®
in the field of sociology are the solid, foundation®
on which we must build*' 1 believe it can truthfully
fee said that we are now in a position to bring the
theory of personality and the theory of the social
system- within essentially the same general conceptual
scheme* Freud*® contribution of the concept of the
superego ha# bega one of the important, factors making
this possible.33
Whether or not such a unification of theories is
possible, Freud, ha® contributed to the fund of knowledge that
is feeing built up around, the concept' of small group#*

The

contribution is currently one of direction*. Freudian psycho
analysis is one direction for the development of new material-,,
new empirical data that will indicate a new and more advanced
direction,*

An

abstract idea of this nature, will require a

great deal of empirical study before it can fee either accepted
or rejected*

Until the empirical work is done this belief In

a theory of action provide® a frame of reference to the social
scientist.

int imti. or .&UM' m m ?
fh#- preytoms chapters have examined five
approach#,# through the various methodologies that have been
Utilise#. by various social scientists working with small group

phmmm&* I#ch theoretical approach appears to hat# oehbfib#*
Oh## to increase# knowledge in this social area,-. bat, individ*
tally% each theory does sot

mem t© encompass the- total field
of small group behavior^ ft is impossible to determine iron
the previous analysis which of the separate approach## possess##-

tb© most comprehensive fra®# of reference,, fa the future,, if
the -purpose of this type of research it to m i erstand the small
group- an# Its behavior, the research probably will be bat©#
Open a# integration of the existing. theoretical- approaches,
ft is also-,within the realm 'of po#.gib|llty that new theories
an# approach## will be develop## an# integrated, into the
research.,
Various existing theoretical approach©# -have produced,
a great amount of empirical data -which are now being repeat##
an# expan#©#. through experimental replication* -•.tentative
hypotheses newly conceive# an# those suggest## as-a result
of prior experimentation are currently undergoing scientific
validation, the scientific study of small groups is proceeding
in the- same manner -as the scientific study of any phenomena,

- 78 -

Work that has been done thus far is valuable

m -a basis far '

future experimenbat.ion on, and prediction of, social behavior*
On the basis of the fire approaches that hare been
reported,, an integrative step should be taken to increasethe knowledge of small .groups and' to provide a'-synthesis of
phenomena that have previously appeared as ©ore or less
isolated data*' Previously sma.ll groups have been studied
with one particular behavioral phenomenon in mind at any
one time*

Researchers have been concerned with such facets

of group behavior

m leadership, syntality, communication

structure, clique pattern,.interaction and soeiometric choice
to name only a few*

In no- discovered instance has-, a single

group been examined to show all the behavioral phenomena that
must certainly be present in each group during the group1®
existence*

By experimental -concentration, on'any one facet'

of group behavior the total group picture appears to have
been ignored,

this approach is not' to be condemned., for it

has enabled social scientists to determine all the various
behavioral phenomena that can be present in one small group,
but the .scientific task now is to determine whether all these
separate phenomena can be- interrelated to develop the total
group picture*

the pattern should be generalised to .apply to

.many, if not all, small groups.
fo under.stand the small group it, is necessary not only
to know the facets of behavior of the small group but also b®

km® the valid relationships among the various behavioral
aspects of group. life,

the resultant work would too not only

a labor of analysis tout alio.a task of synthesis*

i* 'r§»f

m

iwftti

mn

giifisiia

fte# .five theoretical approachis that have been presented are. ■sufficiently -substantial

%m toe. integrated m the beginning

research to gain the desired goal of synthesis*:, the.approaches*

m presented* do hot disclose any conflict precluding their
integration* they represent the work- of social scientists'
in specific areato within the scops of human behavior.

Byn*

thesis would tie.-the specific areas into a united whole.
this, iesirti synthesis may never toe complete because
■of new knowledge which will toe presented as current techniques
are revised and new techniques are developed,
can to# considered

this chapter

m only-one step in a great number that’

mist toe .taken, to approach a synthesis. integration .of the
existing theories for more thorough research will toe the
initial 'step*
the weakness of"the .five theoretical approaches In
terms of developing knowledge, of the whole group is related•
to- the limited objectives .of these approaches., for example*
interaction: studios- have viewed the phases of the problem**
solving ■sequence without- consideration' for and comparison
With group structural variables*

factor analysis teas

■c©Hto®nto*mtotd largely on i©M®rtotol.p phenomena without ©©ntoidtoflug
tto# ,lsiiy|d»l m m Xm r needs for ©teretotoioto* ##©ioi8©ffift®

mmr§. %M ac.sor^sutojeet tofe© lion's stotof© of attention wlttoonto
templet® ©©tosMeraCion for.ttot group.. 0rganimtiomXI sts
.difftf©fsto.iiit@ to©tow@©ii the formal and informal organisation,
of tn®. gronp tot do not purene tto© ® f f s u c h organisation •
will hat® mi' in© group a© a -siggl* entity« Is view of the
stsseable and seritou* investment of r©Muf©©to Is the study of

§mZl

would to® m m satisfactory to eonceatrac© on

the larger group picture,, f r w the total group picture and
.the resulting body ©f knowledge , deduction©' and indtetitofir
.is ait area® say to® ©Me, thus avoiding the s®©©©#ity®f
atosltotl©
4 higher i®§r®® ©f productive data will result from
.tewing, the. total group picture.

8ort'©©Wfisifal' and more

/efficient tfflicatios of the existing approaches Is te
integrated. technique will result in tewleigtoftor -a variety
of psrfot®#*

Pristlfla©.resulting from ©teteimastsfite

4*£lf&*d to# «®t#vey the total gtoup picture can to© general*
Itei. to# apply to |berapy* incrtoas'ad productivity, and know*
ledge t© unaerstaud.it*© macroeosirj..3'
ill of th# fit© approaches are valid,,.'and 'when viewed''
i#g®toto©r* tor© supplementary, iritofly, interaction analysis
1 -r
A macmcosm is seen a© a qualitative otosdrvation. that
©an to© mad© on. a larger Mai®* -ly ©renting on- to small total© ■
a ir®fr©s®ntatl©n of a) larger portion of reality,'the larger •
portion of. reality will to© understood.. ?hia ia a laboratory
dfviitt t© study social.
not. 4®ga toisa.il gr#mp#*
'

*4 1 *

^

provides the

m m m of discovering arianlia.teieaal and strut*

tarsi data.

Factor analysis 'provides three panels for cate*’

gdri®ing .t^@. resttltlag intis a# y&%& m- directing attention
■tee the group syntslitey, .ftee

#pfr###fe,fiv#s

statem to the a'iteor-sotelsote. and fteylie# a useful tool, the
secia©#%.rie test, t# discover the ;plat#; e# the, iniiyiinsl
ill the group* ^rtanltatitnal teteeotieis discover the facets
of various stetheteursii phenomena,

Freudian theories give

ettpteaels not only to the personality of the individual group

m*$mw hit also to- the iaheiivenose of the group entity,
%e h theory supplements the ether theories*

Integration:

of ^resoarete in. this manner is.therefore teeth efficient- ini

II,

a

wifi

m m the. integration of. the various theoretical
approaches m& the eeaslderateiea# and principles that eeuM
to

develop from each a -scientific attach' the fUllotftag hypo
thetical research, design has teeeu estateliitee#,- the deeigh
ooheehtratee

m spitealiter to make sore that all the various

group .feehavioral phenomena have tee#n eeneliereiv, Here speei- '
finally it views synte&l-ity exhibited to an out-group entity-*
'fh# deaigs 1# .predicated on the. assumption that certain;.
•infeerreiatiohehipe exist within the internal structure of
Sfiaii groups,

the eomrsunication and soclometrie structures

are :tmberrai®hs# almost to the point ©f identical pattern*
flie power and locomotion shpttehufmir are dependent upon the .
ataHlity of the

stimoW^ for their .stability.*

As these ■iimiMfti. are. Intsrpeiat## th©#®;'Is
relationship between the formal orsanitation

m

retiprotal
4

.

tt»* informal'

organisation* making the structures. #f the formal organisation:
depShdeiii ©htbs atftitbares of the Informal organisation .ami ■
vrc®-versa«

,

,

f©p example, in a .rifle squad the .degigjtabi©!© by higher
twbhoMby of men to succeed in command or leaderthlp will be.■aofeptahle to the members of the squad ohly In so. far as they
«»..«•*» th»

H * r jt mzomBl« *

Jf the « w » t »

I-

atispi a .designated leader who has succeeded through the
establish##■loeomotloh ehruebnpa the squad will* in all
probability* operate with such reduced efficiency that the
.higher authority will ha forts# to make a re-evaluation of
th# leaier* the now designation will usually conform

m the

■©plntom of t|o. squad members,.|f the group*s ©hoite li teeb.ninallf proflsi«b*
fha spitalitf .of any group will he isamifostly .■hffhAte#
by-the funftiowimg #f Its structure*. In .oases of this nature
_it is evident that the. sdlltfrt Jtaler* who ha# a demonstrable
effsst on .the.group syntaliby, is also tht s©t.i©tttferl# &**#$»*
hh#..fh©ios of the .group members.
. If this assumption is. true It is than imperative that
the entire group prsttss be views# an# these patterns of

imberreiubicciehipiS fee established b© clearly define the
operation of ■syBfeaXiby with entitle# #f the out-group.
'The'©fed#eb -of this ekperl«entebl©m will he a «earrter^
platocm. that ha# feeem established

%& a. tea-sie feralming w i t

©f the United abate# Army.a .item## of the nature of its

mm®'$itioh. this group generally present# a united front to
*&? outside group or individual. Mason .of the grow-1# ef
fected hhpcuih reoogniteS individuals, who though mot me###*
sarily imtegril .«@®her# of the group, art ret©§ml#e<t-as the.
only available thmmmti-for ■tipres#io» of group -iesirts and »e#§:
*
2
ITdarriern platoon© were tstahilshtt at.aamy' of tht
training eenters in tht United itaftes Army within tht con
tinental united itate# to provide basic
training; for
individuals who •wort under sentence of a court martial for
minor offenses, the military object of thin plan was to speed
replacements to theatre# of operation without undue delay*-'
The majority of the men in these »carrier1* platoons- were
eeeomi offenter# and long A#®!*-- fabsent without leave) easts,
these, individual# had. succeeded in prolonging ■their military
training, to such an extent that Continental Army commanders
felt that the m%f sure way to insure the- entrance of these
men. .into the replacement stream was to give them basic train
ing under -a-llitary guard while .serving stoehaie sentences,
the plan was,, in effect,: am effort at rehabilitation,
lath man was- placed on limited parole for the purpose
of training and assigned to- a company, undergoing basic trainin#. Within the division there- were generally three such
Carrier* platoon# xn operation at the m m time, undergoing
various phase# -of basic training* The maximum number -of--:'
parolee# that would'fee assigned to- such a pla.teen was twenty t.
m€ in actual practice the group mm about twelve, 6&» ©ffieiir
w-omld fee assigned to the platoon with one non-commissioned
offleer for m m j tout parolee# to supervise- the group. fhe ‘
platoon come# into existence each-day'at the post stockade, .
k$: a group it.continues throughout the traimini day., which In
most- instancei laafes- sixteen t#.elihte.ea hour#, fhe group I#
then returned t# the post stocked# where.Individual group'
mcafeey# are■released to their respective cell blocks, in
effect the ^carrier® platoon I# the -only effective group that .
the parole# knows, it becomes his major outlet for expreeefoii*.

These recognized individuals are the offtear and
cadre that are assigned as supervisory personnel.

The■actual

.peer leader ©f the ncarrier” platoon must discuss and seek
approval for all group decisions with these individuals*

The

hypothesis that is to he tested is related, to- this restricted
channel*

the peer leader duplicates the processes-that the

group utilised to reach syntaltty in dealing with, an out
group individual who is recogrlted as an intermediary capable
of having demonstrable influence upon the fulfillment of
group desires*

In some instances the' intermediary must- take

the group request to a higher authority for final decision
while in'Some- instances the intermediary may become the final
authority and-issue .a decision*

This, latter instance is only

■possible when the decision is of a minor nature* ■He can- not
give a decision- on matters requiring a policy change*
In other words, the peer leader.* presenting the- group
request (an example of group syntality}, will demonstrate
facets of the. group structure. The process Is a miniature
duplication of.those personality and structure factors- that
produced the syntality*. This, then- is the hypothesis: -The
process: of exhibiting syntality to individuals of the out
group is identical with the in-group process to gain syntality:*.
Testing this hypothesis would accomplish two desiredobjectives- in small group research*

First it would aid in the

goal of synthesis of data regarding .small group behavior*

Seeohdiy*. it would give direction to the study of interaction:
between'the ironp and out-group objects*

Previous studies haf«:

been content 'to 'determine'' the. group problem solving process
without examining' how the decision is' put to u#e*. Figuratively!
the machine was er©abed| bat the manner in which it operated
was not determined*

Similarly, the various, structural patterns

of the small group hove been determined, yet the determination
of poosIfeie structural interrelationships has largely been
ignored*

k aelentifit investigation of this nature 'would

attempt to correct these-errors of'omission*
1

Another point to be considered, once the data has been

oolleeted which will bear on correlation of interrelationships
is the analyticai technique to be.need*. Because of' the diver*
slty in previous experimentation* a variety of analytical ■
techniques have been used for reporting data and conclusions.
the ■respiting data from such proposed experimentation .should
be_analysed by a single empirical technique so that' inter
group relationships could be compared.- this phase of method
ology would enable a synthesis of data*
1m conducting the experiment, data must be collected
for each of 'the three panels of population*, structure'* and'
synbaliby*. 4 classification of data into these three', cate*
geries gives assurance that each contributing factor will be
noted*
.Inasmuch as population data may be gathered before the
group actually comes Into existence*, the specifIe group that

i$- h# bp the object of She experlmentation. is 's# constituted
that amah data.

&m bt gathered easily before the group is

established*-. Before a "carrier" platoon is constituted it
is seaassary to 'wait until sufficient individuals have-been
collected who are. In «$pro:kimahely Sk#

sme stage of kmal#.

training* for the purpose.of this experimentation bk#
Carrier* platoon will, he established from those people'
who have completed the fourth, week of b««Mr-training;! or one-*
fourth of th© full basic training cycle:. .It. usually takes
about, four week# to aoouisaiate personnel who will fall into
■this Oateiory .before: It will be profitable to establish the
■"carrier** platoon.*

In. this period of tine.it-will be possible

to ihbefyloir extensively each individual who will become a
member'of- the group*

the- interview'.will, cover such points as

family background of parents* siblings* environment,, and
economic status! criminal background; prior job experience;
.attlthia toward the military and proposed membership in the
"carrier*' platoon; ethnic background and vital statistics of
weight and height..

If posslhlb each man. should si## have a

thorough phyaibal and renro«psychiatric examination.

0ae#

the "carrier** platoon..is formed the mean Information of ,the
group will'b* immediately available* Outstanding deviations
.from this mean will have been

m 'that the bsp#?!* ■

mentors could bo .«war#ipf any possible reasons for deviations,
in structural-phenomena of the'group* ~

4 7 *

fhe- structure of the 'group will fee observable in part _..

$tm the first time, that the individuals are brought together
to .form Who group. •the first structuring will ho the placing
of men la the- ranks, a formal structure*

From that original,

straotarlag the group will'expand to produce a sobiomebf1#
structure, a Gommnaieation structure,

m equilibrium -sbrue*-

taro-,, u power .strattara -aai a locomotion atrmttwo»- fhe
power aai locomotion sbraebnfes may be of
both a formal-mad ah informal nature; deviations- fro® the
■formal -ftraetare mast be- noted an# reasoasnf©aai for the
developseat of' the informal orgaalhiifidn.,
-the data which will substantiate .conclusions made
.about the group structur© will come

£fm Inbprsetloii tfeser*-.

ratios, so-eiometrie teats ah# interviews with the individual
grasp members, .It Is obvious that in thi.% situation, .trailed- ':
..observers must be utilise#*.
the tpalnei observers could be .members of the toman
iesouress 1©seareh Institute of the United states Ar-my*^
If possible-it wool# be advshinge.eue t# utilise these people la the joint duty of reseaffhers m i offleet « M non-com*
missioaet- porsoah#! who supervise the "carrier" platoon,,
these Mptrimeaters weal# have been used to gather the

%-

■Units of the Human Resources Research Institute ere
established at all major US Army poets In the United States-,
their mission is the disco.very an# implementation of programsdesigned be. make'the most economical use of manpower, Because .
#f the' experlftenbal nature of the programs the personnel of' blO
uhit have■a wide background in social research and military
knowledge.

population data, so now would be adequately informed as to
tli© possible development of group structures,

Interaction

obssry®tioi..»ul4'feo.a continuous process whXX# the group
is together Us a groups but would -fee most concentrated .
during periods when formal training'did hot prohibit the
group

item natural patterns of interaction* Berlois- of

rest-and dinner would require constant observation*
Because- of the mobility of the group and the natural
setting for its e&lstsutfe it would fee virtually impossible to
employ1

category systems for the observation- of

infifafehiofe*. Infoructioh recorders*.taps recorders and

mm*

way mirror# would,not fee feasible;* It might fee necessary for .
Che observers to develop a. field-category system*
lather than devoid a .new. category -system if would
fee possible for the observers to modify

m. ©dieting category

system*, the system to fee modified should tee one that has
prm

m to fee valid feud reliable* For example, Bales* system

of categories appears to fee well^developed and to have- had
Considerable success

m $n interaction measure, 'By using the

four problem areas, of positive reactions* negative reactions,
questions and aCtempCtd answers a four category system could ■
fee devised* .Another' possible idapfatlon for the'same- system would fee in 'the light- of the *iac problem areas- of the system; ■
orientation, evaluation, control, decision, tension man-age-laent and. integration.

if course, before any adaptation of a system is used
bo .-eoiieeb scientific data the adaptation mist be proven
.reliable '-end valid* while waiting either « new system or an •
.adaptation the experimenters would keep, in wind the major
requir«ntiehb.^ftr m observer system #f interaction obstfvatl^1
.in-a field .situation using naturally existing groups*

Ihey

am simplicity , flexibility and adequacy * ■;.
the soCiQwetric tests and subsequent attitude inter
views will fee administered by the same experimenters* .iecsnsb
of the guarded nature of the group and its distrust of out
group entities it is imperative that the experimenters receive
group approval and acceptance* tee method of achieving this
end. IS intelligent

mM sympathetic handling of interviews

and observational .contacts*
teneurrently with the development of the group struc
ture the group will -begin to present examples of .group syn»
feaiity* 'It. first the group will be characterized by weak
synergy# but as it develop# more-end more stable structures
the synergy should become stronger*

Observations of-group

cohesiveness End coalition patterns will help determine- the
degree- of synergy that-the- group possesses., - the ■syntality ©f;
the- group !$• exhibited 'in the decisions- that the group makes; •
lit the.leader of the group as he guides the membership In
actions .-designed,to thieve the group goal! and In the act# ©f;.
assistance or aggression on the part of the leader or'the group

« 9 0 *'

toward ©at*gr@wp entities, 'either individuals.or'other
groups*'fh#■period- of the experiment can fee broken l«f© two
.segments, the first, about five weeks in length a-ftd the
second about seveii weeks*

the first segment would allow •

Mm# ■for' the. group to beeome established as 'a group:, tht
structure 'won1# begin to shew stability and a consequent
equilibrium. pattern .would be noticabie and observable*

In

this first period the observer# -will Mr#"had. time t©, fully explore the group scisntifieally*. In all probability one .##
two new men would Mrs fe-oen assigned 'to the -"carrier1*'platoon
which would call for a partial restructuring. ■of the group*
■bpth in formal. ant

informal

vafiaMe# of the sew

organisation*^ 'fha personality

member may be of such magnitude that the

group would he completely restructured, ■the se possibilities
would b# excellent objects of group research*

The group, at

this tin** may be so large numerically-that clique .patterns
are present in the organisation, ■ At any rate,; before the
second phas#.of the experimentation begins, the group, should,
be evlieneing stability .phases*..
Another, necessary development within the group .-$« the
desighatioh of a peer leader to deal with the experimenter* ;
officer of the group.

k

This peer leader may be a combination -

‘ .

Also so®#.' of the' group members will be released from tft#
Marrler*’ platoon before the’experiment is completed by feases■■
of release from the post stockade-upon completion of" sentehe#*.
fh# sis# of the group will .thus remain nearly, ooistaht*

of persistent momentary problem, solving .leader, salient
leader* soeiometrie leader and elected leader*

He will

m $ % probably bo ■both a salient and soclometrie leader,'

Of coursethis designation mustin some manner, no®#
f x m the group.

, Ihe ootond. phase of the experiment will 'be 'that

pm*

the experiment. designed to toot the hypothesis,

the

esbubllshsi group will be presented with a number- of prob*
.!«& solving situations that will require the approval -if a
group decision. by a hiihor- authority than the experimenter*
offisoy,

for' example* it is the distrs of the group to fire

autofeatio weapons with live ammunition as a portion of their
training*
and

.It will be the Job of the peer leader to- explain

mxmSrnm the

experimenter*offieer of the group decision,

the experimenter-off1eer then

mmt obtain a decision $?m a

higher authority on the group decision.'*
In -tbit instance the' interaetion of the group in
reaching the decision to enter tbit phase of.the training
feetoaea the object of research, the group- Interaotlon
pattern will then be ooapare# with. the. interaction pattern
of -the peer leader and. the experimenter-officer. ■■Is the
%h. one instance' of the author1a experience with
groups of this nature while on active duty with the United
States Army a '
wonrrlerw platoon reached such, a doololon as
this without prompting and presented such convincing argu*
menus that command action -was talten to allow the'group to
participate in live- fire -exercises,., the reason for the prior
prohlhttloh. was that "prisoners” could not be trusted with
loaded weapons.

p&bberft f W # produced the group syntality the same

m the

pattern of the. group exhibiting its aymbaliby- through its
peer Itaierf
based

It is n m obvious that the hypothesis is

m the premise, that syntality.. is. bh® group wp®rsom-

aliby*^
:lt might appear that the ass of the experimenterofficer as' m intermediary would bs wasted* that; ths expert*
m m % Could he conducted with: the peer leader directly com*,

tasting the ultlisabe authority., then# .are several reasons
why the use of the- interuseiiary is necessary* first* the
United State# Army, rempires the use of the chain ;if - m m m i *
;§#©o»4, the offlter-ei^erlmenter could make valuable suggest*
%m m be the- peer leader that could be taken back to the

group for further eom#ld#imbl©ji*. this action wool#: present
further interaction for observation.* third* this.action
would insure that the group decision* in its- final flan*
would be thoroughly considered as a complete■plan before the
recommendation is placed before the final authority,

inasmuch

a# -the *e®rriere platoon represents a- group of mm, in an
m m m & sitmitiom #i©s# decisions represent actual .group .>

goals* it 1# desirous* .In the eye# of the group* that the
majority of their decisions b# accepted*, if at all feasible,
Pourtli.* the us# of- the intermediary help# to establish a
"a..
this use of the ter® ^personality** .€©#§ mot carry
a connotation of group- mini or e^istant. consciousness. 'The
us# of th@. term personality with syntality denote# a.,consid
eration for the general group 'characteristic#.and bh# sumtotal of group bthayior* t$b- l# the group ..acting a# mm entity*

degree of rapport between the experimenter*offleer sad the
gtoup* a useful aid to -this. type, ©f researeh,
is the $reap c@nbi.auss- to- he- presented with problem
Solving situations It'is probable that a proflt.lanoyp4t.tPtm
will. develop, .Interactional shorteats will appear In the
gromp^ interaction and structural patteras. is time progresses
.ami substfutht decisions^ art reached, syntality proficiency
will

impm,so* Bubsequeat changes will odour' in structural,

pattern#.

la aceordame# with the hypothesis* a# the group

pattern ©ksm|St do©# also the syntality pattern as exhibited
by th# group poor leader change accordingly whan dtalJmg. 'With
the axporiiscnttr^offlcorf
'In the soc^i phase of the experimentation it will be
siats-saary to continue individual interviews with the group
membership in an attempt t# discover sociometri.c change, an#
aSbiSM# Chang# that -may disclose reasons for structural
change.,, .internet and observation should .maintain m
cross«ch©'Ch

effective

m the resulting data.

in,

tm m m m of »

isiiiaiitifw

this- experimentation cannot continue' indefinitely,
the second phase is completed as soon, a# 'tht individual mem*
boro of the #carrier# platoon have completed .sixteen'weeks of ■
basic military training*

it this point the group will break

up with the individuals moving into replacement •channels*

Inasmuch as the analytical evaluation of data should ha
progressing concurrently with the experimentation, evalu
ations and conelusions should he made- at the end'if the
training cycle.

It is hoped that the experience- will not he

unique; replication should he accomplished- with another car
rier platoon*.
The experience with the.particular carrier” platoon
will he unique in some respects because of certain natural
variables that may or .may not be duplicated in future
experimentation.

The variables are of such type that they

might be encountered in any experiment using natural groups
as the object of observation*

However, .general principles

developed will apply to all small social groups*
One variable is the gain and/or loss of individuals
to- the group membership*

The experimenters are powerless

to prevent the loss of men in this situation,

The indivi

duals who come into- the .group -may change the population mean
sufficient b© produce structural change*

If the change in:

group- membership is slight and slow the experimenters can
easily keep pace with the group*- If the change should be
rapid or occur at an inopportune time in the experimentation,
the experimenters must realise that the group has, in all
probability, changed so radically that it -has become a new.
group*
fh© manner In which the higher authority handles the
decisions of the group will -effect further group efforts

to gain syntality*
for

A higher authority with

m appreciation

.wmh a group will set in a manner conducive to the

eicportoint*' although if the group petitions are note, accepted
fey the higher authority, the .group will he forced to att tn
a iifferente manner to gain syntality approval,

this accept-,

ante, variable will .teen# to produce a 'unique ©xpeyient#.,. It
any cause the .group to exhibit mors aggre.aalon than, would
ordinarily he the case... the- "tele* response becomes a major
.wrtdhla that might require control

m the part of the ex

perimenters,
ftelllclng h group of this nature la, an. environment
that continually presents problem solving ..situations .over
which the experimenters hay# no, control is another natural
variable. that' my either spend or retard the group*# natural
structural development,

fhe group say fee. working on. .on© of

th© experimentally directed problem solving .sequences when
the ©nviroswente.say suddenly’'present a .more challenging
problem.

Ate any .rate©,, the environment will present problems

to the group that the group must, meet.

It- is the responsi-

feilitey -of the experimenters to turn such problems, and the
group*® attempt ate solution into scientific data,

Properly

handled in this manner such environmental problems .need, not
be a 'major variable: that will make the situation- unique.
An experiment of this nature should produce a highdegree of productive dates, the resultant, .knowledge will

present principles that will fee applicable in-ft variety of
purposes*

the productivity of grasps could fee increased fey

the-ai^ile®felon--Of these prlnciplea*. The data will have
implications to individual therapy la a group slheafloiu
The principles’can 'fee applied’to some ra&csroseopie phenomena,
the e^sr Imenh will result in generalized data that, can fee
uniyerealiy applicable to all small groups regardless of
puppose of the group*
The interest of increased productivity arises when.
Individuals.. ©Met together in a group that is established
fey an orgaiiisation. that ftxp&ftt? a certain level of produc

tive behavior .from the..,group to the benefit of the argaxti*
sstioij* This interest in Increased productivity- may -also moan
■Increased satisfaction for the individual., group member.

An

of this nature will produce a higher degree of
predeebiv© behavior for the sponsoring' agency. Bata collected
from research on this- ’’carrier01 platoon may lead to now concepts
and practices on the part of' the United itatts Army in. an
attempt Ifc mors successful rehabilitation of military prisoner#!*,
ft may cause ’
the. rehabilitated soldier to fee a

m m proficient

soldier* a'ieiuately capable ©f participating in military group
life.

'The environment of the proposed test is predominantly

military so- It is conceivable that some -of the conclusions
.may direct improvements that would fee applicable' throughout
the entire military 'Society*.
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not b© emphasized as a military group* but rather as a
group existing within the society.

If it is not possible

achieve this divorcement, the group should be considered as
a part of the military society- which in turn is a -part of
the larger social order,

studies of this nature will, help

place the small group in proper relation to other groups
In the operation of the society.
If the proposed hypothesis is substantiated.*: the small
group will have been successfully connected to an out-group
entity, generalising from this proof it -is. conceivable that
small groups are chained together in. a similar manner to for®
larger groups and subsequently the macrocosm.

Of course* a

generalisation of this hind needs empirical proof before it
can be accepted,

the proposed experiment has started, such

scientific investigation in the right direction.
If the data fail to substantiate the hypothesis, they
are not wasted,. In this instance- consider the email group as
the macrocosm.

Scientific data have been, collected, analysed*,

and verified showing the macrocosm-, is operation,

All of the

possible interrelationships have been determined | the place.of each separate structure In the structural panel is charted*.
Population data have been correlated with structural data and
these compared with syntality data,

This investigation has

proposed integration of theories of small ..group behavioral
phenomena, Fro® this study alone, it.is impossible to

understand the macrocosm completely, Th® contribution #f'

®mfe *

study becomes the impetus 1% gives to other aoeinl-

.seientlsb-a*
The c©ne@pi of macrocosm in regard

m

small group

analysis 1« hot too eitur, 'The aost popular Mea is that
«u, small- group

my -hear t&my general resembl-eu©®© m larger*

seal© -soelai systems*-^ lere- the- study of small groups is-,
a study of -serial systems;, of the developing enlinre and of
.pcraoaulity* Ties#, three m f -to* related tc a common denomi*
.hater- «-.th© soeial fro-eess tut of which they art## arid undergo
satesa^uent change,

A 010#

of the- macrocosm implies that small group

utuiies art microscopic studies in relation to one or mere
g
matrosetpit system©-,
la this- instance the theory of action
is the; large macrocosm composed of organisational foies* per*

mmml.itf systems and structural patterns which are considered
as smaller macrocosm©, The jaicrosfopic phenomena #f inter.*-'
action and interpersonal comiBunication .are- the key to under*
standing- the macrocosm.
This study -'will. have; at least accomplished an ordering
©f behavioral phenomena that

mn serve as a .model.for -future

eUperliaentation in. an effort to understand the maeroeosia,
-A. Paul Hare, ligar f» Brogatta and l.obert F, Bales,
Small Groups* itudle.s ..in ioclal Interaction i-$m lark: Ai*
W m i T m o p f , Ifill, >»' v, ..
-i
falcott Parsons, iofeert-,f.. Bails and Edward A* Shils,
forking .laiSSS'ia
JIM Theory
,p|Kwiptlon
®^a
^ ;.TPin
Tiij-ri (Glencoe, lillnolsi

The model acts as a point of departure from which future
experimentation toward synthesis of small group analysis
may proceed.

The correlations and interrelationships that

are established in this experiment will be subjected to
verification,
The experiment is an attempt at both analysis of data
and synthesis of the analytical material*

However, If this

type of research is unable to develop theories and directions
that lead to further information about the larger social
order, still the effort has not been in vain.
Small group studies have enabled the social scientist
to understand certain social phenomena that could not be
empirically viewed in any other manner.

Social behavior such

as cooperation, ascendence, submission, cohesion and coali
tion can not be studied with the individual in isolation.
Leadership, rejection and role analysis can be studied ade
quately only when the individual subject is placed in a
group context.

In these and other instances the group is the

necessary frame of reference for scientific research,
These particular social phenomena are the result of
group action on the individual, individual action on the
individual in a group setting, or are respresentatlve of the
collective action of various individuals expressing them
selves in a unity of group decision.

In these instances the

group becomes the sine qua non, a major variable essential
to the empirical knowledge of human behavior.

fh# reelldfeilltr'validity of

m iftteg^afeetefcpTeadfc.

suefer m thin remains to fee demonstrated fey ©biier soelitl sei*
entists*.'

will cora© from further- e^erimefths like

this where -ysrlem© feeftests

a,fpmmbes will-fee combined to-

achievr tie 'total group plows*

feriileableh -will also-' tome

when -the generalised, principles from skpsrteababioii such

m

this are applied he specific .groups fee obtain the desired
g#al"ef"iBere%tei productivity or•therapy ©r understanding
Of the macrocosm.
■the rstouress ..for the study of small groups are-not
dwindling* Here-specialised studies- relating 'to small group
sraiirsis. are feeing reported*:

ffeis effort, is- fe pfertlai wm%®

of-Social experimentation, Social scientists could better
a,tenet the knowledge relative to small,group analysis by
utilising integrated techniques and approaches to firmly
develop the total group picture*

the. data resulting from

such analysis, because of its generalised nature* would have
■wide aoeeptafeillty and wide applicability*, m .matter what
the- desired goal, of,:the individual social 'Seieatiat the
integrated: approach Would serve admirably*

lad* If synthesis

ii the goal*; -fhe integrated approach is the first necessary
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hualy'sis of interaction, particularly In.regard bo
frequency %h# -awiHPtPio#* within ill# total continuous period
of Interaction, his been conduct©# with the aid of a cat©.*,
gory system.

iaiss and Strobtbaekts work- to phases in group

problem salving is typical.1
■«fha#e# In Group Preble* Solving** presents a method of
testing'tbe- empirical •*&«*$*»#* of different phases in the

m& some evidence that under certain conditions
a certain type ■of phase movement ten##, to. appear, the present
group process

hypothesis is restricted to Jastahoes. in which the group#
are working tower# the goal of group decision on a .fullfledge# f.rohleei. ■iriefly* the phase hypothesis is -the: propo^
sition that under these conditions' groups ten# to move-in
their interaction'fro» a relative emphasis upon problems of
orientation, to prebleas of' evaluation,. an# subsequently to
problems of .control, an# thatconcurrent with the## transit
Cions, the.relative, frequencies of■both negative reactions
an#_positive reaction# tend to increase.
■the condition# of the sspepiineat are- those variables
which *aci$t prior to the period of observation such a# iadi*
Robert f» ttalm an# Pro# h. Strodtfeeek, **Phas©# in
iroup Problem Solving," .dsirgjl of. Abnormal and .Social life
choioati lf.§lf
m § * m ^
;'*r^w-*** ******

tMmX personality differences, member cultural similarities,
and the organisation of the group,

further conditions are

©sbahlishe# ih that a. task |s required in which the problems
#f orientation, evaluation, an# control art largely unsolved
at the•beginning of the observation.

Individual members may

possess facte relevant to decision, but the group' must he
largely ignorant and uncertain about possible solution.
To test th# hypothesis the experimenters utilized
data that had been gathered in prior experimentation and
■appeartd to meet the conditions established for this particu
lar experiment,

the groups- involved ha# been observe# for

a purpose other' than this experiment. -Some were constructed
groups with assigned bssks^ others were natural groups that
had. been observe# in a problem solving situation.

The results

are based on sight cases that- fulfill ail conditions an# four
teen cases involving truncated tasks,

.In all Instances the

interaction was observe# and records# in accordance with Bales*
interaction categories*
ail; twenty-two cases available to the experimenters,
when considered as an aggregate, show significant departure
from a random distribution of acts between phases.

This is

■largely attributable to the- inclusion ©f cases which do not
meet all conditions.

The sighc cases which meet all conditions

do not show a significant departure from a random distributlon;
of phase movements,

however, all of the acts ©f the twenty-two

Cases are suismed by type of act ami phase, the values for each
type ©f act have maxima eadt minima t^hieh ■correspond exactly
with the particular phase postulated for individual
■under the .specified conditions.

Inasmuch

test*

m bheeefladings

May fee aecidemfeal* the emg-geafel#® la «ffered fehmi In aidltioii;,.
to the external conditions specified* the intdira.dtl.iim process
shorn14 fe# comeidered a system. with internal tsnii»ti#:s. which
Make »»*& part of the pre.e@ss a oomiitiom to the other parts..
these

conditions are thought to he similar to some

degree fro®’Case to

mm- mM to exert a eemiifeiimt- ^felasimgE

effect.
finally* the general method of testing for the exist*
shoe of any given phase pattern seems ■to open the way for
exporiMomtatiom -m problems of determining the -effects of
variant patterns-of process under various eemditiems smth. as
the. effects on the motivation .ami satisfaction of participants
I® their

ptriewem# of the group task.
11,

m m

m m m

frlaarily* factor analysts has been used with smali
groups as a .device.be discover what leadership is*,- i. s.* by
what evidence

m M m leadership exists ami how leadership"

is- to fee. Measured* In general the existence of a leader Is
dete-ctafele from the internal organisation of the grot#; a#
seem In observations of process and interaction mi. fr m the

effeetim
feha$

m m s£ .tie total

of tie

mitf tie. ft©ftiift§ of tftier®®! o^eftlftftitoii. tie

eisgie tent of ^fttimotsre* applies*

group

$pw&* .?** all

m n

tfeft ei®eryetlets® of tie.

will it Xftfefttad »*y.ftlsiiif*»

In order t© exactly 4e**rife* » group eftd tie *&*#*#&*f* let!#®. « tttri. a©eerif>ti.f# jMtnni. of %epftiaiit©ft» i«. © M M .
fbum tire* tetieie of group #ftafm#$#riaMia
at liftfti* in fftepter III* All. timt

mm- #e#@rit>ed

nm- fee **44 et< tM#. t.iae.

regeri.tii§ tie iftttrftfitot of ririaifeft ii£pfte#ei 1© t©fj®e.
of ©%$ipimttofte. froa tb**# iftree paae!#- i* tfeai tftere is
©©aplest ifttereetieii. mi ti*®fe eetse .#©ri

&i siatiewtite **i**fei*

for efspr##atftg .amitipl© reeiproeai itifitaenee -will. *feattt*liyfte#d to fe* useci.
tofttefte 'for

ti^fersiip* ift ten** #f

o
4ft#ftp SfftteMtr- .ift ft®. attempt t©

the

ftffieaieratttp .oft .mmmmimrn of tie group noting as a group*
tiera.are a*&*p eogeiti e^tfaeat® for ftetiftg tie m m $ m m % - of
iesierafeip ttpos. apsfeftlitf as jng*fe as p#**ifei* and upon
tarsi eftperfatioiti ©mly nfeett tie former 4# $ttj>*«*ifel*«
torsi tiftftrtrfttioftft are ©fie® .iftoorireet aft vifefe ®*fe*. power fee*
M a i tie tfer®»fe** fftere la poor -gmmA
ritiftgft 4eaMfti wMsfe popftiaritF wit® made by different bind*
of ©biefrer#* Meisber estimates 4© not agree wit® leader **»
tittatoft of iftflfttftoo pr*#*d*r#**

%ay®o»l. fi.* fftttell,- ‘
Wffeir fioaeepte for Measuring leader*
ftfeip im ftmi of Qroup Syntalifcy** lump®
1951* i*

In view of this orientation the leader 1# defined as
the person who hi# de®©n#trahla influence upon the group
syntoalifyi Leadership is measured., toy -the magnitude of the
syntoglity change, .from the .meta* proditf#4. toy that -pore©!!.*
this definition of -leadership and leadership' measurement prou:
deeds .rogirdltss of whether -leadership Is explicit or law*
pll-eit, formalised or spontaneous;,: permanent

m -transltory*

leadership Ihvestightihh can re longer he- -handled ’
ey
the stereotype of a single leader and a Mass of followers,
hat mast he met by the eoneeptieh of dt£f#reat prohlem^sei*
Vera'rising to different occasions.

the present theory gen*

orallaos such ohservatiohs oh the basis ■that since every
affects the syntality measure, every

mm

mm. Is more or lets a

leader'*
®ils type of leadership measurement leads to some other
reorientations,

for example, leadership behavior and preeedaret

can no longer he arbitrarily defined as behavior associated
with the person pat in- the'formal leadership' position* head1*
ersbl# procedures must first be located empirically, -by
examining fbafflelent# of association, to detect «that toe*
havior which is. found empirically to toe more frefuent In men
who have greater measured effects on gynbaltty..**
this study is largely based on a survey ©£ relevant
leadership studies that have been oendmetei*' The concepts
developed are justified toy deficiencies and directions

established to the fr@vl.amt sbuii©®, flit author of the study
iffsr heavily

m hi# extensive

experience fa work

with, leaiorslitp phenomena. fhis particular development of
Concepts.Is

m% & statistical study.

til. mmmtmm- t « f i m m m
thoSCt tad spostaaiety art to® important Goasidera*.
blom# to %ti# application of a sociometrie test,

example of to#

to excellent

mm of these iomstderettofis Is to# Parent

feet, developed by J. 1* Moreno.
the Parent fest is

%

m named.toecause it brings all

girl® newly arrived. at a detention bom# face to fat# with
all to# housemother© who have a Vacancy to their tebtoies.
this sfttifit teat was administered and developed at to#
juvenile girls* detention home at ludson, lew fork.
to b#t#r®to# to# toast a#sigw@ht for each girl
the. ho®#, and*,

It was

m- sh# totered

m into* allowed restruotortoi of toe group,

a principle of seeiometrio hesbtog*. In the administration
of to# tost oath new girl is allowed to meet and; become
a#iUaiht#i with #a#h housemother who ha® a tobaaty to her
dottag#..

l«a#4lat#ly after each meeting both, housemother .ami

to# girl have am opportunity to express their separate i®~
pr#®ai#»#»: ifttr all girls have met -all .housemothers the
Bereft test is administered.
JSortoOi fho- Shall.Survive? {Beacon, lew
fork?- ieatom Bees#
s.# to#., ISSl'ITW* slPfl:*

the .Parent test reoMras

®mk .girl to express three

©hot©#© 4ft order* of preference with which housemother abs
would desire to. live,

ihe girl lft then given the chance to

express her feelings and motivations for feeling .store■drawn
to one housemother than another,, the housemothers .are ftlfti*
larly teste# t© register their three ©b©l©#s of girl© b©
live with them,, the housemother is ale©, asked t© give her
ImpresMohs of each- of the girl# -«# th# motivations for her
prefereneeS:. Both housemother an# girl respond freely because
they toow that the procedure i# constructed with the alts- of
advanflng their own prefer##©##,

the tegt'"f# ■#>©&©#»#&©# ©r

spontaneous interaction in that the parti©ipatiag. individuals
have net met before nor have had the opportunity %©■ establish
expectpatterns,
Sncceeeive rtplieatiens of tfc# Parent feet'indicates
that -mutual re|e©ti©n between housemother an# girl la the;
poorest fish for assignment.

If the housemother rejects the

girl and. the © M M may still want her, the assignment is still
ft f®or risk. If the. 'two are mutually attracted, thin I© the
best haste for assignment-.

If the housemother should want the

©Ml#, but is rejected by the ©Mid the assignment risk id
medium*

these rules appear b©;be valid providing that the

snobivaMonai feelings behind the expression of preference
do- not point to disadvantages for the ©hll% or if other
tests do not suggest other assigtwents which are better.
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'The Parent test is not the sole determinant for assign
ment,

Initial assignment of an individual to a cottage is also

based on two additional sociometric tests, psychodraraatic teats,
and the organisation of the individual’s outside home group*

